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Putin on the warpath in Syria
Ed Blanche

Beirut

R

ussian President Vladimir
Putin’s military intervention in Syria, in part an
ambitious move to stake
out a strategic presence
in the Middle East as the Americans
withdraw, escalated sharply with
the first air strikes on Islamist rebels, greatly heightening the risks
he is taking by getting involved in
this unpredictable conflict.
Russian and Syrian officials reported September 30th that targets in Hama, Homs and Latakia
provinces were attacked, although
it was not immediately clear how
many of the estimated 34 warplanes and 26 attack helicopters
Russia has deployed at a high-security base outside the Mediterranean
port of Latakia were involved.
The Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, which
monitors the four-and-a-half-yearold war, said 27 civilians were killed
in Homs province, where control is
split between rebel and regime forces. Regime forces are under heavy
pressure in Latakia and Hama governorates.
The raids were launched shortly
after the arrival of six Sukhoi Su-34
fighter bombers at the Russian base
over the last few days. US defence
officials said a Russian general
manning a joint intelligence centre
in Baghdad with Iran and Iraq advised the US embassy in Iraq of the
sorties an hour before they began.
The raids had been expected for
several days. Putin has declared he
plans to hammer the Islamic State
(ISIS). However, there is no known
ISIS presence at the targets hit in
the initial air assault.
Russia’s intervention earlier in
September surprised the Americans, although they now appear
to be pondering cooperation with
Moscow against ISIS following a
September 28th meeting in New
York between Putin and US President Barack Obama.
The primary Russian objective is

A September 19th file photo shows Russian President Vladimir Putin with officers after military
exercises in Orenburg region, Russia.

The primary
Russian objective
is to ensure Syrian
President Bashar
Assad holds on to
the roughly 20% of
the Syrian territory
he still controls
to ensure Syrian President Bashar
Assad holds on to the roughly 20%
of the Syrian territory he still controls and that his pro-Moscow regime does not collapse.
“Having proven their bona fides
in combating terrorism, and having secured Assad in Latakia gov-

ernorate, the Russians would be in
a better position to push everyone
towards a solution in Syria that
ultimately keeps Assad in place,”
observed Beirut-based analyst Michael Young. “That’s easier said
than done, but the Europeans are
so overwhelmed by Syrian refugees
that they may be willing to consider
it…
“The Russians’ intentions are
cynical, but their single-mindedness may pay off. What they really
see is that on the other side of the
aisle they have an Obama administration that has proven utterly
incompetent in Syria. The highway
is open and the Russians will ride it
until they get what they want.”
Despite Putin’s grand ambitions
of restoring Russian power, the
memory of the catastrophic 1979

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and
how the humiliating withdrawal by
the Red Army a decade later helped
bring down the Soviet Union still
haunts the Kremlin.
The Syrian war is the most dangerous in the Middle East because
it has become part of the confrontation between expansionist Shia
Iran and the Sunni Arab world led
by Saudi Arabia. Getting dragged
into that ever-widening conflict
could be as disastrous for Putin as
Afghanistan was for Leonid Brezhnev.
Ed Blanche is the Analysis section
editor of The Arab Weekly. He has
covered Middle Eastern affairs
since 1967 and lives in Beirut.
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Jordan’s Prince Ali vows to rid FIFA of corruption
on in the post he has held since 1998
until elections in February 2016.
Ali, a former FIFA vice-president,
challenged Blatter in an election in
May after previous FIFA corruption
reports. Blatter won a fifth term in
the vote but, due to an investigation, announced four days later
that he would step down after a
new FIFA election in late February
2016.

Jamal J. Halaby

Amman

J

ordan’s Prince Ali bin alHussein pledged to lift the
cloud of corruption scandals
hanging over FIFA, which he
said had shaken football’s
world governing body “to its very
core” and “decimated our governing body”.
Though he did not mention FIFA
President Sepp Blatter, Prince Ali’s
remarks came hard on the heels of
Swiss investigators announcing that
Blatter was the subject of a criminal
investigation into corruption in the
world’s biggest sport. Swiss investigators have questioned Blatter on
suspicion of “criminal mismanagement” pertaining to an alleged $2
million payment in 2011 to European football’s UEFA President Michel
Platini for work at least nine years
earlier.
Both Blatter and Platini have denied any wrongdoing and the FIFA
president has insisted he will stay

“We must now
come together
and work to
restore FIFA’s
credibility”

Jordan’s Prince Ali bin al-Hussein announces his bid to succeed
FIFA President Sepp Blatter during a press event in the capital
Amman, on September 9th.

Ali, Platini and South Korean tycoon Chung Mong-joon, also a former FIFA vice-president, are the
leading candidates to succeed Blatter.
“Change, as I have always said, is
a process. It’s not an event,” said Ali,
the younger half-brother of Jordan’s
King Abdullah II.

“We have an opportunity in February to carry that momentum forward,” the prince said. “We must
now come together and work to
restore FIFA’s credibility and reputation by bringing about the change
that is so clearly needed.”
Ali said with the developments
at the world’s football organisation,
the “need for new leadership that
can restore the credibility of FIFA
has never been more apparent”.
“We cannot change the past but
we can have a future where FIFA
member associations are able to focus on football rather than worrying
about the next scandal or criminal
investigation involving FIFA leadership,” Ali said in a statement.
“I have heard from many member
associations over the last 24 hours,
and what I have heard gives me confidence that, working together, we
can emerge from this stronger.”
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan,
is the Levant section editor for The
Arab Weekly and has covered the
Middle East and North Africa for
nearly three decades.
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Putin on the warpath in Syria

Putin rescues Assad for now but may
Ed Blanche

Beirut

R

ussian President Vladimir
Putin has rescued President Bashar Assad, at least
for now, from a last-ditch
battle the Syrian dictator
was unlikely to win but the Russian
intervention, which Arab sources in
Beirut say Moscow began planning
as long ago as June, may escalate the
Syrian war and bring about a showdown with the Islamic State (ISIS).
Putin’s deployment of a combat
air wing to Assad’s main stronghold in the Latakia region of northwestern Syria, along with advanced
air-defence missiles and elite troops
with tanks, will no doubt ensure
that Assad’s minority Alawite regime will not fall.
It had looked to be on its last legs
after a series of major battlefield
defeats to rebel forces, despite the
support of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps and about 12,00015,000 Shia fighters from Lebanon,
Iraq, Pakistan and Afghanistan.
The bold and apparently unexpected Russian move, which Moscow declared was intended to tackle
ISIS head-on, incensed the administration of US President Barack
Obama, who has long sought to get
rid of Assad but whose reluctance to
get involved in another Middle Eastern war left the door open to Rus-

sian intervention.
Putin and Obama met for 90 minutes on September 28th on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly in
New York but they settled nothing —
although they grudgingly conceded
that they may have no choice but
to work together to end a war that’s
well into its fifth year of massacres
and massive humanitarian upheaval
in which the United Nations says
more than 240,000 people have
died. The most divisive issue remains the ceaseless slaughter in
Syria, largely by ISIS and the regime,
the Islamic State’s growing power
and the mushrooming humanitarian
catastrophe.
At the centre of the crisis is the
power struggle between Moscow
and Washington over what happens
to Assad and whether he is the cause
of the problem or part of a solution. It is this point that determines
whether the crisis intensifies or diminishes in the weeks ahead.
Obama declared the United States
was willing to work with Moscow
and Tehran to end the killing in Syria but that, “after so much carnage”,
there cannot be “a return to the prewar status quo”, meaning no Assad
in power.
Putin lashed out against the United States. He declared the 2003 US
invasion of Iraq and the fatal decision to disband its army of some
200,000 men who became the genesis of al-Qaeda in Iraq and subsequently ISIS, followed by the West-

ern-backed toppling of Muammar
Qaddafi in Libya in October 2011,
were the root causes of the ISIS phenomenon.
But Putin has taken a calculated
gamble with his military intervention in Syria. For one thing, he is
seeking to divert the world’s attention from Russia’s controversial 2014
takeover of Crimea and intervention
in Ukraine as well as draw his own
people’s attention from a shrinking
economy worsened by international
sanctions over Crimea.

Everyone’s losing
and Syria could
prove to be a
graveyard for
Russia’s influence in
the Middle East
He also wants to exploit the West’s
failure to restore order in a Middle
East that has undergone dramatic
changes since late 2010 or to even
fully comprehend the consequences
of those changes.
Putin wants to crush ISIS because
he faces the prospect that the jihadist caliphate that covers half of Syria
and one-third of Iraq is reigniting
the Chechen wars of the 1990s on
Russia’s southern periphery — not a
problem the United States faces.
US and NATO officials say the Russian intervention, which primarily
involves basing combat jets and attack helicopters at Latakia to sup-

Parsing Putin on Syria

View poi nt

Richard
Sokolsky
and

Perry
Cammack

T

he war of words
between US President
Barack Obama and
Russian President
Vladimir Putin leaves
little optimism that
the United States and Russia can
soon cooperate to de-escalate the
horrendous civil war in Syria.
Their differences on the causes
and nature of the conflict are
profound, as are their prescriptions for resolving it.
Neither country has the answer
to Syria’s misery but if a solution
to Syria is ultimately to be found,
they are doomed to eventually
work together.
Speculation has run wild about
Putin’s motives in deploying
additional weapons and military
personnel to Syria. Was he throwing a life jacket to the drowning
Syrian President Bashar Assad?
Trying to back foot the United
States? Changing the subject from
Ukraine? Shoring up his domestic
standing? On a multiple-choice
quiz, the correct answer would be
“all of the above”.
We can dispense with the more
alarmist explanations for Putin’s
motives. The notion that Russia is establishing a new regional
dominance is nonsense. Russia’s
moves in Syria are less a sign of
Putin’s strength than of Assad’s
weakness. The vast majority of the
region’s inhabitants despise Assad; if hegemony is Putin’s game,
he’s playing it in a curious way.
A massive US military footprint
covers the region. Russia’s regional military presence is confined
to a tiny parcel of land on Syria’s
western coast. This may be prime
real estate for protecting Russia’s
small naval facility at Tartus and
Assad’s ancestral homeland but it
is not a platform for regional force
projection, certainly not with
the military assets the Russians
have so far deployed.

Putin’s immediate goal
is clearly preventing the
collapse of the Assad regime

Putin’s immediate goal is clearly
preventing the collapse of the
Assad regime. Russia’s escalatory moves can also be seen as a
strategic hedge, creating what the
Soviets called a “correlation of
forces” allowing Russia to adjust
to a variety of military and political circumstances. Recent Russian
military moves might therefore be
explained as a way to shape a more
favourable outcome for Russian
interests for whatever diplomatic
process eventually gets going.
The problem with this logic is
that the extremism of the Assad
regime and the Islamic State (ISIS)
feed on each other. Indeed, neither would survive long without
the other. Assad has too much
blood on his hands to be rehabilitated. If Putin is determined to
prop up a “dead man walking” in
Damascus at all costs, there is little
basis for a diplomatic solution in
Syria.
This scenario would prolong the
disaster for the Syrian people but
it’s hardly a slam dunk for Russia,
either. Russian air power, while it
can certainly extend the life of the
Assad regime, cannot ultimately
save it. And the introduction of
Russian ground forces into the
fight risks an Afghanistan-like
quagmire. In short, there is no
unilateral solution that Russia can
impose to end the conflict.
Some Russian diplomats have
hinted that Putin will ultimately
be more concerned with preventing ISIS from further infecting
the Caucases and Central Asia
than in saving Assad. To this
end, Washington should work to
persuade Moscow that its equities in Syria would take a haircut
if it continues to cling to Assad.
This means continuing to work
to contain Iran’s role inside Syria,
highlighting Russia’s increasingly
direct role in facilitating Assad’s
indiscriminate killings of his own
civilian population and increasing
the tempo of coalition air strikes
against ISIS.
If Putin does eventually see the
need to show a degree of flexibility, it then becomes possible to imagine the contours of an eventual
agreement, although getting there
will be devilishly difficult: The

The
extremism
of the Assad
regime and
the Islamic
State (ISIS)
feed on
each other

port Syrian regime operations, is
clearly intended as a long-term deployment to restore Moscow’s influence in the Middle East and the eastern Mediterranean that ended with
the 1991 Soviet collapse.
The Russian Navy has a depot
base at Tartus, south of Latakia,
Russia’s only military facility outside the Russian Federation. But
Moscow has also stepped up its supply of arms and ammunition for Assad’s forces, boosting their firepower at a critical time. The Americans
predicted the Russians would soon
launch air strikes against the rebels.
This military lifeline will go a
long way to countering the regime’s
chronic lack of manpower — largely
due to combat losses, desertions and
widespread draft-dodging — against
rebel forces that have no shortage
of jihadist volunteers, most of them
from outside Syria.
So one consequence will be that
whatever chance there may have
been for toppling Assad has evaporated, increasing the prospect that
Syria will be partitioned, with Assad
holding Damascus, the Alawite region and the all-important M5 highway linking them.
Russia’s taking a big risk,” warned
Fawaz Gerges, a Middle East specialist at the London School of Economics. “Syria is a quagmire in which
everyone’s drowning. Everyone’s
losing and Syria could prove to be a
graveyard for Russia’s influence in
the Middle East.”

United States would compromise
on the timing of Assad’s departure and his ultimate disposition
so long as he is no longer ruling
Syria after a short transition, while
Russia would agree to an outcome
that removes Assad from power
through a Syrian-led political process rather than by military force.
But while Assad’s disposition is
certainly critical to Syria’s future,
the conflict has become much
bigger than one man. It is time
for both the United States and
Russia to admit that the more
urgent need is to initiate a regional
process aimed at de-escalating and
containing the violence in Syria.
For all their differences, the West,
the Arab states, Turkey, Russia and
Iran have a common interest in
defeating ISIS, maintaining Syria’s
territorial integrity, reducing the
flow of refugees and preventing a
regional conflagration.
At the United Nations, both
presidents seemed to agree on the
need for a transition to a new governing structure in Syria to avoid
chaos. Obama spoke of negotiating
a “managed transition” to a postAssad government. US Secretary
of State John Kerry has reasserted
that Assad must go but suggested
flexibility on the timing of his
departure while this transition is
being negotiated.
But if a great power moment is
needed to open the door to the
next round of international diplomacy on Syria, it did not happen
in New York. This highlights the
conundrum: It is difficult to see
how Washington and Moscow can
arrive at a solution on Syria but it
is nearly impossible to imagine a
solution without such cooperation. A negotiated outcome would
give neither Russia nor the United
States everything it wants but it
would give the Syrian people and
their neighbours a light at the end
of the tunnel that they so desperately need.
Richard Sokolsky is a senior
associate and Perry Cammack
an associate at the Carnegie
Endowment for International
Peace. From 2013-15, they worked
on the policy-planning staff at the
US Department of State.
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escalate war

Obama, Putin and Assad’s future
View poi nt

Bernd
Debusmann

W

ill Syrian President Bashar
Assad still rule
over what
remains of Syria
when US President Barack Obama hands over the
American presidency in January
2017?
The question comes to mind after
a series of events that show how
badly US policy has failed to stanch
the bloodletting in Syria’s multisided
civil war, a conflict that has killed
240,000 people, drove 4 million Syrians to flee the country and spurred
the biggest refugee crisis since World
War II.
The United States’ Syrian strategy,
or the lack of a clear strategy, created
a vacuum that has been filled by
Russian President Vladimir Putin,
who has dispatched combat aircraft,
tanks, artillery and 200 marines to
Syria with the obvious aim to establish a military outpost in the Middle
East and prop up the Assad regime.
The deployment of Russian military forces is “a major geostrategic
inflection”, according to an analysis
by the Institute for the Study of
War, a Washington think-tank, and
the American Enterprise Institute.
It could herald “a new era in global
geopolitics and security”.
In Syria, the analysis argues, the
mere presence of Russian forces
virtually guarantees that the United
States or a proxy force would not attack the Assad regime, if Washington
were to decide on that course.
That does not seem to be in the
cards. Instead, the Obama administration is gingerly stepping back
from its insistence that “Assad must
go”, an oft-repeated exhortation over
the past four years. In his speech
at the UN General Assembly on
September 28th, Obama described
the Syrian leader as a dictator who
slaughters his own people and talked
of the need for “a managed transition”.
That echoed US Secretary of State
John Kerry’s remark a few days
earlier that the United States would
go along with a resolution of the Syrian crisis that would allow Assad to
stay in power for a time. How long?
He would not have to leave “on day
one or month one or whatever”.
The “whatever” would be subject to
“a process by which all the parties

While world leaders
grapple with these issues,
Syrians keep dying. And
Assad stays on

Russia’s President
Vladimir Putin with
US President Barack
Obama at the United
Nations in New York,
on September 28th.

The United
States’
Syrian
strategy,
or the lack
of a clear
strategy,
created a
vacuum
that has
been filled
by Russian
President
Vladimir
Putin

have to come together and reach an
understanding of how this can best
be achieved”.
No understanding is in sight, nor
is a process, nor are there answers
to the question “What next if Assad
were to go?”. The strongest antiAssad military forces on the Syrian
killing fields are the Islamic State
(ISIS), al-Nusra Front (an al-Qaeda
affiliate) and various smaller Islamist
groups.
The “moderate opposition” the
Americans had hoped to form remains a figment of wishful thinking.
The Pentagon has admitted that a
$500 million project to train and
equip moderate forces yielded only a
handful of fighters.
All this explains why Putin’s idea
of a new coalition to fight ISIS, which
would include Assad’s military
and Iran, is beginning to gain some
traction among American allies and
hard-headed pragmatists in the
United States.
In his UN speech, Putin said, “It
is an enormous mistake to refuse to
cooperate with the Syrian government and its armed forces,” a charge
he repeated in his first meeting with
Obama in almost two years.
Some of the United States’ European allies are beginning to question
the wisdom of policies that have
failed spectacularly to slow the
spiral of violence in Syria. Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, the
main destination for tens of thousands of Syrian refugees, said: “We
have to speak with many actors. This
includes Assad.”
Those who oppose the idea of
including the Syrian leader in any
process to end the bloodshed occupy
the moral high ground. After all, he
is the man who ignited the war by
ordering pro-democracy demonstrators gunned down when the “Arab
spring” belatedly reached Syria.
The government’s brutality
prompted an armed uprising that
morphed into the present nightmare,
a magnet for the world’s jihadists.
Those who advocate new ways forward that would include Assad, point
to history and deals with evil for
the sake of saving lives. The Khmer
Rouge, architects of the Cambodian
genocide, were part of the UN-sponsored peace process that ended the
war. The United States made a pact
with Stalin, responsible for starving
tens of millions of Soviet citizens
to death, to beat a greater evil — the
Nazis.
While world leaders grapple with
these issues, Syrians keep dying. And
Assad stays on.
Bernd Debusmann is a writer on
foreign affairs based in Washington.
He has reported from more than
100 countries and was wounded
twice while covering the civil war in
Lebanon.
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New Baghdad
security hub
brings in Russia
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

A

planned joint intelligence-sharing
hub
headed by Russia and
including Iraq, Syria and
regional
powerhouse
Iran points to an emerging regional
alliance that could overshadow the
United States’ longstanding dominance of the Mideast and rehabilitate its former Cold War foe on the
world scene.
The centre being set up in Baghdad and tasked with sharing data
between military officials of the
four countries on the Islamic State
(ISIS) underlines the failure of the
US-led coalition to rid Iraq and Syria of the jihadist group, which controls large parts of both countries.
The
envisaged
cooperation
brings the former rivals closer to
each other. Iraq was ruled by the
Ba’ath Party, a branch that was
traditionally at odds with Syria’s
regime until Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein was ousted in the 2003 USled war.
Since Saddam’s 2003 downfall,
Syria and Iran moved to build ties
with Iraq, which has a majority
Shia population, the largest out-

side Iran. Syria, which is traditionally backed by Iran, is ruled by the
Alawites, a branch of Shia Islam.
Getting Iran involved in intelligence sharing will give the Shia
Muslim country a higher profile
in a region traditionally ruled by
rival Sunni Muslim governments,
which are leery that Iran’s rising
influence may undermine their interests.

The Russian-brokered deal may
also pave the way for temporarily
rehabilitating the regime of President Bashar Assad in Syria, where
Moscow has embarked on a major
troop and military build-up to help
bring stability to its long-time Arab
ally following more than four years
of civil war. Iraqi columnist Hussein Sameraei told The Arab Weekly that the newly announced pact
introduces a “whole new ball game
in the region”.
“It’s simply US out, we’ve had
enough of your hesitancy and lack
of results and welcome Russia and
Iran, the floor is all yours now,”

Sameraei said.
However, Mohammed al-Saadi,
a member of the Iraqi journalists
syndicate, said Russia was likely to
refrain from digging too deep in the
Middle East’s political intricacies.
“Russia is much smarter than
what some are speculating that it
may cross certain lines drawn by
the US,” Saadi said. He added that
Moscow’s main interest remains in
Syria.
“But there will be no Russian
army deployed to Iraq and soon we
will see the roles being divided between the major players,” he said.
Iraqi prime ministry spokesman
Saad al-Hadithi said the centre being set up will be run by senior security officials from the four countries.
“A joint coordination committee
comprising top security and intelligence officials will operate out of
the centre to share delicate security and intelligence data and analyse that jointly,” Hadithi said.
Iraqi Defence Ministry spokesman Nasser Nouri Mohammed said
the centre will open “in weeks,
maybe less”.
“It’s natural that these four nations would share intelligence because they are all involved in fighting terrorism,” Mohammed said.
He insisted that the pact “would

mainly political whereas Tehran
has provided economic assistance
and manpower, through its Shia
proxies, Lebanon’s Hezbollah and
Iraqi militias, to the battlefield, and
giving the conflict a sectarian turn.
Tehran’s heavy-handed role in
Syria is being increasingly rejected
by Syrians of all sectarian denominations, including Assad’s Alawite
community and is giving rise to
a “middle” political movement,

dubbed the “Third Trend”, which
is neither with the regime nor with
the opposition but is deeply wary
of Iran’s expanding role and control over decision-making in the
country.
“The Third Trend is growing day
by day,” said an Alawite from Latakia who asked to be identified
as Shadi. “We do not want to lose
our local and Arab identity for the
sake of Iran whose real objective

Iraq’s US-backed
troops have failed
to recapture Mosul
and Ramadi from
ISIS

not change” Iraq’s cooperation
with the US-led coalition fighting
ISIS.
Mohammed noted that the centre’s leadership command will rotate between representatives of the
four countries every three months,
starting with Iraq.
“The cooperation is limited to
sharing intelligence” on ISIS, he
emphasised.

But the Russian Interfax news
agency, citing an unnamed military source, said a committee for
planning military operations and
controlling army units in the fight
against ISIS may also emerge.
The deal is the latest indication
of the expanding Russian influence
in the region and comes in the wake
of the Moscow’s military buildup in neighbouring Syria. A larger

is to extend its hegemony over the
region from Iraq to Syria and Lebanon in order to revive the Persian
empire at the expense of Arab nationalism.”
“The Russians, unlike Iranians,
have clear objectives. They want to
have political and economic leverage in any solution but have no ambitions inside Syria,” Shadi said.
Moscow-based Syrian political
analyst Taha Abdel Wahed contended the Russian move was dictated by two main reasons: “To
deter any possible engagement of
ground troops by the US-led coalition fighting the Islamic State without coordination with Moscow and
to secure a role in any matter related to the Syrian issue.”
“The ultimate goal is to pass a
message to the West that Russia
should be considered a main partner in the making of international
policies,” he said.
He played down the possibility that Russian troops might join
the fighting on the side of the Syrian Army. “Such a venture would
have dangerous fallout for which
Russian forces will pay the price,”
Abdel Wahed said. “Moscow will
not take the risk and it has no economic capacity to sustain such a
military operation, which could
prove to be a more terrible quagmire than the Soviets’ involvement
in Afghanistan.”

for conducting guerrilla warfare,”
noted military expert and journalist Hassan Hassan.
But the Syrian opposition appeared to be undeterred by the
Russian build-up, vowing to pursue its main objective of toppling
Assad’s regime, regardless of the
number of its allies.

Pro-regime Syrians see Russia containing Iran
The Arab Weekly Staff

Beirut

R

ussia’s military build-up
in Syria was welcomed
by war-weary Syrian
government supporters,
many of them with ties
to Moscow dating back to the Soviet Union, while there is growing
hostility against Iran’s domineering and divisive sectarian role in
the war.
Syrians opposed to the regime of
President Bashar Assad however
called the deployment of Russian
planes, ships and troops in the
coastal province of Latakia an aggression against Syrian sovereignty.
“We welcome the Russian involvement, which came very late.
It should have been there since the
early months of the crisis,” said Ahmad, a civil engineer from Latakia,
Syria’s principal port city and power base of Assad.
“Moscow should have engaged
ground forces from the first year
of the conflict. There are fighters
from 80 different nationalities in
Syria. Let the Russians be the 81st,”
he said.
Ahmad speaks fluent Russian,
having studied at Moscow University in the 1980s. As many as 50,000
Syrians sought higher education in
Russia, reflecting Moscow’s historic backing of Syria dating back to
the Cold War. An estimated 15,000
Syrians are married to Russians.
Ahmad said he is hopeful the
Russian military move would
speed up a settlement of the conflict, which started as anti-regime
demonstrations in March 2011 but
has degenerated into fully fledged
civil war, claimed the lives of more
than 250,000 people and forced the
displacement of 12 million others.
While Russia and Iran are
staunch supporters of Assad’s regime, Moscow’s support has been

The Russian move
is largely seen as a
way to contain
Iran’s control of
decision-making
in Syria

A handout picture released by the Syrian Arab News Agency
(SANA) shows members of the Syrian Red Crescent unloading
Russian humanitarian aid.

Meanwhile, Russian weapons
recently delivered to Damascus
have had a positive effect on Syrian
Army morale. “The army, which
had largely depleted its arsenal in
the past four years, was badly in
need of special weapons suitable

Tehran’s
heavy-handed role
in Syria is being
increasingly
rejected by Syrians
“There is no doubt that matters
got complicated but one red line
from which we will not deviate is
to keep up the struggle until the
regime is gone,” said Hussam Abu
Baker from Ahrar Al Sham group.
“Any force that enters the country,
for no matter what reason, will be
treated as an occupation force and
we will fight them until they are
kicked out.”
The National Coalition for Syrian
Revolution and Opposition Forces
said the Russian build-up was a
blunt violation of Syria’s sovereignty and a prelude to the country’s partitioning. “Such manoeuvres will only reinforce the Syrian
people’s determination to achieve
victory and build a democratic and
civil state,” a coalition statement
said.
In parallel to the developments
on the ground, international diplomacy has gained new momentum
through UN envoy to Syria Staffan
de Mistura, who is on a fresh attempt to find a way out of the crisis.
The Russian move is largely seen
as a way to contain Iran’s control of
decision-making in Syria. Moreover, Syria is Moscow’s last foothold
in the Arab region and only access
to the warm waters of the Mediterranean, after it had lost its footings
in Iraq and Libya, and will not relinquish it easily.
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Putin on the warpath in Syria
Turkey’s leadership
split on Syria
Thomas Seibert

Istanbul

A

Russian Navy's large
landing ship Korolev
sails in the Bosphorus,
on its way to the
Mediterranean Sea,
in Istanbul, Turkey,
October 1, 2015.
Russian role in Iraq could sideline
Washington, which has been struggling against a significant influence
by Iranian allied Shia militias in
Iraq. Months of air sorties by the
US-led coalition targeting ISIS’s
strongholds in Iraq and Syria have
produced little progress.
And, despite more than $25 billion Washington allocated or spent
on training and equipping Iraqi

troops and Syrian forces opposed
to Assad, ISIS remains in command
of key cities in both countries.
Iraq’s US-backed troops have failed
to recapture from ISIS Mosul in the
north and Ramadi, the capital of
the vast western Anbar province.
Iraqi member of Parliament
Ahmed al-Salmani of the Union of
National Powers said the security
cooperation was a “substantial de-

velopment”.
“Hopefully, that will augment
the effort of the international coalition,” he said. “Russia is an important player in the region and has
clearly stood behind President Assad against terrorism.”
Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used
for safety reasons, is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Iraq.

Iran clings to Assad
to protect interests
Vita Bekker

New York

I

ran has made little secret of its
goal to keep Syrian President
Bashar Assad in power. Still,
analysts say Tehran is showing signs that it may be open to
ousting Assad should it be included
in the West’s talks on resolving
the Syrian conflict and allowed to
maintain its regional clout.
Iran has been a staunch backer of
Assad during the four years of war
and backs the operations in Syria of
the Lebanese militant group Hezbollah, which has given Assad crucial support.
However, Iran, which in July
sealed a landmark nuclear deal
with six major world powers, has
indicated it would be open for further talks with the West — foremost
on Syria, according to analysts.
Iranian President Hassan Rohani, addressing the UN General
Assembly, called for a “new era” in
relations with Western powers and
added that the nuclear pact “is not
the final objective but a development which can and should be the
basis of further achievements to
come”. Rohani earlier told an audience of US think-tanks and journalists that “of course” the Syrian government needed reform. Still, he
stressed that the top effort in Syria
should be to fight radical militants
such as the Islamic State (ISIS).
Alex Vatanka, an Iran expert at
Washington’s Middle East Institute,
said: “It’s not Assad the man that
Iran cares about, it’s about whether
it will be one of the dominant foreign players in Syria. Iran does not
want to lose out to Saudi Arabia,
which is its chief regional rival.”
Vatanka added that if Iran feels
confident that it won’t be left out
of talks over Syria, “then the fate of

Assad can be up for discussion”.
Iran stands to gain politically and
economically from a rapprochement with the West. Tehran was
excluded from two previous UNmediated conferences on Syria.
US leaders, which have had reservations about working with Iran
outside of the nuclear deal, indicate a readiness to involve Iran in
settling the conflict in Syria.
US President Barack Obama,
speaking at the UN General Assembly, said the United States “is prepared to work with any nation, including Russia and Iran” to resolve
the Syrian conflict.
US Secretary of State John Kerry,
speaking September 26th before
meeting with his Iranian counterpart, Mohammad Javad Zarif, said
he viewed the UN General Assembly as a “major opportunity for
any number of countries to play an
important role in trying to resolve
some of the very difficult issues of
the Middle East”.
Iran may also gain economically
from a compromise on Syria. Indeed, the country has been counting on a flood of foreign investment
following the nuclear deal.
“Iran is setting a new course
showing that it’s open for business
and looking for investments,” said
Suzanne DiMaggio, director of the
Iran Initiative at the New America
Foundation. “By supporting Syria,
they are seen as a destabilising
force and risk undermining the picture of Iran as setting a new path
forward.”
Still, Iran may not backtrack on
its support for Assad so quickly.
Indeed, Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei, in early September,
lambasted closer ties with the United States. “I have not authorised
negotiations, and [we] will not hold
talks with them,” he was cited by
Iran’s Press TV as saying.
Analysts say Iran may not be pre-

s international efforts
to end the war in Syria
gather steam, Turkey’s
leadership is split on
whether Syrian President Bashar Assad should be allowed to stay in power for a transitional period as part of a solution to
the crisis.
The rift comes when major international players, including the United States and Russia, are talking
about Syria, with Assad’s fate one
of the issues under discussion. Germany and the United Kingdom have
indicated they would accept a solution that included Assad remaining
in power for a limited time. Iranian
President Hassan Rohani, an Assad
supporter, said he saw an emerging
consensus for allowing the Syrian
president to stay in office.
With a statement by Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
on September 24th, Turkey shifted
more in line with the international
trend. Erdogan signalled that Ankara had dropped its long-held insistence that Assad be removed from
power as a condition to finding a
way to end the long Syrian war. “A
transitional period with Assad may
be possible,” Erdogan said.
Only a few days later, Turkish
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu said Assad had no place in any
transitional phase. Speaking September 27th on the sidelines of the
UN General Assembly in New York,
Davutoglu said Turkey had decided
that there could be no solution involving Assad. “We are convinced
that a transitional government led
by Assad would not be transitional.
It would turn permanent,” he said.

Erdogan’s
turnaround was so
unexpected that it
caught other senior
government officials
by surprise

The interests that bind. Iran’s
Deputy Foreign Minister
Hossein Amir-Abdollahian in
Damascus, in September.
pared to have Assad ousted because
of fears that his replacement may
not be as receptive to its interests.
“Iran cannot hope that any successor to Assad will be as friendly
to its interests as Assad has been,
especially when it comes to Hezbollah,” said Daniel Serwer, a professor
at Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies and
a scholar at the Washington-based
Middle East Institute.
Serwer said Syria provides Iran
with a crucial link to Hezbollah.
Much of the arms supplies from
Iran to Hezbollah pass through Syria. Hezbollah helps Iran by posing a
threat to Israel — which Iran views
as an arch-enemy — on Israel’s border with Lebanon.
Serwer said Iran’s influence in
Syria will significantly diminish
should Assad lose power. “Iran will
maintain a lot of influence in Syria
so long as Assad remains in power,”
he added. “After that, Tehran is
likely to lose influence rapidly.”
Vita Bekker is a New York-based
freelance journalist.

Even though Erdogan underlined
that Assad, whom he called a “dictator”, must not be allowed to play
a role in Syria’s long-term future,
his statement was a remarkable
change of course for a country that
is among the fiercest critics of Assad
and which has spent millions of dollars supporting the opposition both
politically and militarily.
Murat Yetkin, a foreign policy columnist for the Radikal news website, agreed. For years, Ankara
rejected any role for Assad in
a Syrian transitional period,
Yetkin wrote, adding, “There
was nothing to talk about with
Assad.”
There are signs that
Erdogan’s new course
is a response to a
changing international environment that,
in acceptance of
Russia’s beefed-up
support for Assad
and in view of the
arrival of unprecedented numbers
of refugees in Europe, is seeing a
new drive to end
the Syrian war.
A continuation of
Ankara’s uncompromising “no” to any role
for Assad could carry the risk
of pushing Turkey to the margins of any fresh diplomatic effort.
The Turkish president spoke
after returning from a one-day
visit to Russia, Assad’s most
powerful ally, and after German
Chancellor Angela Merkel said
the international community
had to talk to many players,

including Assad, about Syria.
Russia’s latest increase of military support for the Syrian leader
and the arrival of tens of thousands
of Syrian refugees in the European
Union have boosted international
efforts to end the war in Syria, in
which more than 240,000 people
have died and millions have fled
their homes since fighting began in
March 2011.
Erdogan’s turnaround was so unexpected that it caught other senior
government officials by surprise.
Only a few days before Erdogan’s
statement, Foreign Minister Feridun Sinirlioglu reaffirmed the traditional Turkish position by rejecting Russia’s demand that the Syrian
people should decide any role for
Assad by saying that Syrians had already made that choice.

Turkish Prime
Minister Ahmet
Davutoglu said
Assad had no place
in any transitional
phase
Some observers say the contradictory statements by Erdogan and
Davutoglu are signs of a growing
rift. According to columnist Emre
Kizilkaya of the Hurriyet newspaper, Erdogan told a closed-door
meeting with officials of his Justice
and Development Party (AKP) in
early September that foreign policy
mistakes had been made and that
he had been misinformed about developments.
Erdogan also reportedly said he
received public blame for foreign
policy missteps even though he had
had no role in shaping the policy decisions in question.
Davutoglu, a former political
science professor who served as
Erdogan’s foreign policy adviser
before becoming foreign minister
in 2009 and prime minister when
Erdogan moved to the presidential
palace in 2014, is the architect of
Turkey’s self-confident approach to
regional questions in recent years.
Critics accuse Erdogan and Davutoglu of steering Turkey into
growing isolation by supporting Sunni groups, such as Muslim
Brotherhood, and by alienating
important countries such as Egypt
and Israel. Seen from that angle,
Erdogan’s new line on Assad can be
read as the correction of a course
that the president felt needed to
change. The question is whether it
is Erdogan or Davutoglu who will
have the last word in deciding Turkey’s position.
The prime minister was not the
only player distancing himself
from Erdogan’s new course. The
Turkish president also angered
the Syrian opposition in exile,
which refuses to contemplate peace talks while
Assad is in power. The
Syrian National Coalition (SNC), a Turkishbacked opposition
umbrella
group,
said Assad must
have no role in
talks about Syria’s future.
“Lenient positions have been
recently expressed
towards a mass murderer
whose crimes against humanity in Syria have long
been proved,” the SNC said
in a statement. “It is greatly
astonishing how aggression
and tyranny are regarded as
pillars for [a solution in Syria],
and we condemn the ongoing attempts to re-market the
murderous Assad regime and
its head.”
Thomas Seibert is an Arab
Weekly contributor
in Istanbul.
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The UN General Assembly
debate and the Arab world

T

he 193 nations that agreed during the UN General
Assembly to adopt a road map for achieving sustainable development set a very ambitious goal: the
elimination of global poverty and inequality over the
next 15 years at a cost of $3 trillion per year.
But the high cost is not the only challenge to
achieving the plan’s goals. Any sustainable development in the Middle East and North Africa will depend
more than anything else on extinguishing the fires of
war and vanquishing the scourge of terrorism.
Unfortunately, the unpredictable consequences of Russian and
Iranian interventions in Syria and Iraq may further complicate those
nations’ crises and render achieving peace and stability all the more
difficult.
While the world was not watching, the situation in many “Arab
spring” countries was deteriorating. In his UN speech, US President
Barack Obama criticised the passivity of the international community
— including the United States — as the situation in Libya unravelled after
2011.
Debate at the United Nations, as inside the European Union, focused a
great deal on the refugee problem. Lebanon and Jordan, understandably, tried to draw attention to the disproportionate burden they have
borne since millions of refugees started flowing out of Syria. Jordanian
Foreign Minister Imad Najib Fakhoury told the United Nations that his
country’s efforts in hosting refugees are comparable to the United States
absorbing 64 million more people or the European Union 100 million.
But the refugee problem only became a “crisis” and got the world’s
attention when thousands of refugees started crossing to Europe.
“Unfortunately, only when the poor enter the halls of the rich do the
rich notice that the poor exist,” said UN High Commissioner for Refugees Antonio Guterres.
As tragic as the crises in Syria and Iraq are, the situation in many other
parts of the Arab world are even more dire. In Yemen, the misery of the
poor — the vast majority of Yemenis — is getting worse and international
humanitarian agencies warn of starvation.
International neglect and continuing Israeli intransigence risk
escalating the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. The World Bank just published a report warning about the explosive situation in Gaza and the
West Bank. “Palestinians are getting poorer for the third year in a row,”
said the report, pointing out that 25% of Palestinians live below the
poverty level. Unemployment is 42% in Gaza and 16% in the West Bank.
With population growing and gross domestic product per capita
shrinking, the Palestinians have to deal with draconian Israeli restrictions and declining donor support.
“The status quo is not sustainable and downside risks of further
conflict and social unrest are high,” warned the World Bank.
A durable and just settlement of the conflict is needed more than ever.
It is short-sighted on the part of the Israeli government to think of peace
with the Palestinians as something it can avoid or postpone indefinitely,
considering the turmoil the region is going though.
The UN debate sadly revealed another fact: The international humanitarian system is increasingly impotent in the face of proliferating crises.
UN humanitarian chief Stephen O’Brien described the system as
“broke”. Even after the G7 group of leading economies, European
countries and Arab Gulf states pledged $1.8 billion in funding to meet
the needs of refugee crisis, many feel that is not enough. Self-help may
be the only path open to the Arab world as it braces, unfortunately, for
more instability.
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The Syria chess game
is not without risks for
Russia

W

hile the Syrians
are fighting a
civil war,
bombing their
own cities and
killing their own
citizens, Russians and Americans
Claude Salhani
are engaged in a serious game of
chess on a board that stretches far
beyond Syria and the Middle East.
For the moment the Russians
appear to be winning. But are they
really? Or yet, can they win? Can
anyone win in this deadly game of
chess?
Here is how the game has played
out so far: The United States wants
Syrian President Bashar Assad to
step down. Washington and its
allies, including Turkey, a onetime supporter of Assad and
Syria’s powerful northern neighbour, have been pushing along
with Gulf Arabs, for Assad’s
departure.
But if Assad can stay, regardless
of the consequences, he will hang
on as long as he can. Assad will
fight to hold onto power not only
to the last Syrian but to the last
Iranian and the last Lebanese. Russia’s intervention buys Assad
much-needed time.
Assad is supported by Moscow
(more on that in a moment) and
Iran, which has dispatched an
unknown number of troops from
the Islamic Revolutionary Guards
Corps along with high-ranking
officers. From neighbouring
Lebanon, the pro-Iranian Lebanese Shia militia, Hezbollah, has
sent several thousand troops to
prop up the Syrian president and
his regime.
But the long war in Syria, which
despite the terrible toll it has
claimed in human lives — an
estimated more than 240,000
killed, possibly twice as many
wounded, more than 4 million
forced out of their homes, many
forced out of their country — was
stagnating.
Now, suddenly the
conflict has shifted into
The danger, of
high gear with the Russians
course, is that Russia making unexpected moves
and catching the Amerimay turn Syria into
cans by surprise.
Moscow’s interest in
another Afghanistan
keeping Assad in power is
propelled by issues related
to Russian national
interest and its security.
Russia lacks warm-water ports for
its Mediterranean fleet and has
enjoyed access to the dry-dock
facilities in the Syrian ports of

Tartus and Latakia. Those are
imperative for the Russian Med
fleet, which in winter is often
unable to reach iced-in Russian
ports. The second reason why
Moscow believes it is in its interest
to maintain the Assad regime in
place is because it is fighting units
of radical Islamists who have ties
to similarly minded factions in
Muslim-populated autonomous
republics in southern Russia. The
Russians believe it would be far
more advantageous to fight radical
Islamists in Syria than in Russia.

The Russians
believe it would
be far more
advantageous
to fight radical
Islamists in Syria
than in Russia
Executing an unexpected move
to protect his “king”, Russian
President Vladimir Putin deployed
28 military planes and a number of
troops to Syria. The immediate
result may well be prolonging the
ailing Assad regime, allowing it to
live a little longer.
The longer-term outcome of this
new Russian adventure will be, as
Paul Salem, vice-president for
Policy and Research at the Middle
East Institute in Washington,
points out: “The intervention is
likely to lead to further escalation
of the conflict with no resolution
to the political or security stalemates.”
Moscow’s intervention in Syria
does not come without risk. The
danger, of course, is that Russia
may turn Syria into another
Afghanistan. Washington’s natural
reaction to seeing a Russian
build-up in the Middle East may be
to arm one or more of the Islamist
groups and encourage resistance
to the presence of Russian soldiers
in Syria.
Already the Russian Embassy in
Damascus has been shelled by
militants. Even though the
September 20th attack was said to
cause no damage, there is concern.
The rest as they say, is history…
repeating itself.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
Follow him on Twitter @
Claudesalhani.
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Iran uses Mina tragedy to settle scores with Saudi Arabia

T

he campaign by Iran
against Saudi Arabia
following the tragic
Mina stampede at the
haj can only be understood within the
context of the greater war that
Khairallah Khairallah
the Arab world has been subject
to of late. This is a war led by Iran,
whether directly or via its
sectarian militias, and taking
place across the Middle East.
Iran does not miss an opportunity to settle scores with the
leadership of any Arab state.
While Iraq is suffering today
thanks to Iranian interference,
the same goes for Bahrain, Syria,
Lebanon and Yemen. The
campaign against Riyadh is
nothing more than a new chapter
in this Iranian war against
everything Arab in the region.
What happened in Mina, which
resulted in the death of more
than 750 people, was a true
tragedy. This could have been the
result of pilgrims failing to abide
by official instructions or it could
be the result of a mistake by the
authorities. We must wait for the
results of the investigation that
has been launched by Saudi
Arabia. We cannot rush to
judgment, as Iranian Supreme
Leader Ali Khamenei has done, in
holding the Saudi authorities
responsible for what
Iran’s reaction to the happened. And whatever
the case, it does not
Mina stampede has
justify the bitter sectarcampaign that Iran
revealed its true face ian
has launched against
Saudi Arabia.
What is clear is that
Riyadh is prepared to launch
a full-scale investigation to find
out what happened and hold
those responsible accountable.
This is precisely what happened
in its investigation into the
September 11th collapse of a

An aerial view shows tents hosting pilgrims in Mina near the holy city of Mecca, on September 25th.
crane into the Grand Mosque. So
why can’t Tehran wait for the
results of the investigation?
This campaign aptly demonstrates the extent of the Iranian
hatred towards Saudi Arabia and
other Gulf Arab states. Iran is
using sectarianism to destabilise
the Arab world to serve its own
interests, promoting the idea of
sectarian identity. This is precisely why we have seen the rise
of sectarian militias in Lebanon,
Iraq, Syria and Yemen. Iran is the
unifying factor.
Iran’s reaction to the Mina
stampede has revealed its true
face. Tehran had two choices: It
could have chosen to help to deal
with the tragedy or it could have
decided to follow an approach
based on negativity and settling
political scores with Saudi
Arabia. It chose the latter.
Riyadh recognises the need for

a quick and transparent investigation and that is precisely what
it is doing in order to avoid a
repeat of such an incident.
Since he took the throne, every
time that any incident has
happened in Saudi Arabia, King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud has
been quick to give directives and
ensure that everybody is shouldering their responsibilities. The
Mina stampede investigation is
another opportunity for the Saudi
monarch to demonstrate that he
is not complacent in dealing with
any crisis.
So Iran’s campaign against
Saudi Arabia will not achieve
anything, particularly as the Arab
Gulf states have no illusions
regarding what Tehran is trying
to achieve in the region.
It is now very clear that Iran’s
game is up. Everybody in the
region understands what Tehran

is trying to do with its baseless
accusations.
Iran has chosen to divorce its
neighbours and cooperate with
the “Great Satan”. All of its
actions since the signing of the
nuclear agreement aim to ensure
that Iran becomes the dominant
power in the region, even at the
cost of its own people, half of
whom live below the poverty
line.
The question is no longer: “Can
the Iranian regime change?” but
“Can a country build a regional
role based on sectarian militias
and when will these militias bite
the hand that feeds them?”
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer. His commentary
was translated and adapted from
the Arabic. It was originally
published by the London-based
Al Arab daily.

When hunger is self-inflicted

H

unger is one of the
169 development
targets adopted by
the United Nations
but for poor
countries, it is a
double embarrassment. They
Rashmee Roshan Lall
know hunger and they cause it,
too.
How?
Middle-income developing
countries such as Tunisia and
Egypt and poorer ones in SubSaharan Africa have patchy food
chains. Inefficient harvesting,
inadequate storage and poor
conservation result in just as
much food waste as the United
States’ and Europe’s habits of
careless consumption.
Together, they are the reason
that one in every nine people —
795 million people — goes to bed
hungry.
In 2011, the United Nations’
Food and Agriculture Organisation estimated that about onethird of the food produced in the
world for human consumption
every year — approximately 1.3
billion tonnes — is lost or wasted.
It said that industrialised and
developing countries dissipate
about the same quantities of food
— 670 million and 630 million
tonnes, respectively.
Bjorn Lomborg, who founded
the Copenhagen Consensus Center think-tank,
More than 75% of
which deliberates on
such as global
Tunisia’s olive oil is  issues
hunger, says 60 of the
world’s leading econoexported in bulk to
mists estimate we could
Italy and Spain
feed 1 billion more people
at current food production
levels if waste was
reduced by half.
This is no exaggeration if
one considers how common it is to
see crates of tomatoes being
trucked into Cairo unprotected, 
uselessly raining some of their

delicious goodness on to the road
with every pothole or speed
bump. Or the fact that Tunisia’s
fabulous Angeer peaches last for
just the season and aren’t made
into branded jams and jellies or 
cannedas slices or whole fruit for
the world to eat later. Or that as
much as 40% of all the fruit,
vegetables and food grains grown
in India never make it to the
market. They go to waste.
There is a basic reason for this.
India has too few grain silos,
compared to, say, Canada. And
governments in Tunisia and Egypt
have generally taken a so-called
trade-based view of food security.
This has led them to reserve vast
tracts of land for production of
high-value, low-nutrition foodstuffs for export.
They pay less heed to growing,
harvesting, selling and conserving
food staples and consequently
invest less in agricultural efficiency or a properly linked supply
chain. It’s another matter that
Tunisia hasn’t properly leveraged
its bumper olive crop even though
olive oil is a high-value export
product if properly branded and
bottled. More than 75% of Tunisia’s olive oil is exported in bulk to
Italy and Spain, where it is mixed
with local oil before being
marketed as their product.
European importers are said to be
leery of slapping on “Produced in
Tunisia” labels.
Finding a way for poor countries
to balance agribusiness with
primary agriculture is a smarter
way to feed the planet while
promoting sustainable income for
farmers. The farm-to-fork (or
fingers) chain needs proper roads
from fields to markets, trains and
planes to move produce efficiently to processing plants and
reliable electricity to keep
produce at optimum temperatures
or dry grains quickly. There must

Exporting bulk. A worker pours olive oil at a traditional olive oil
processing factory in Tebourba, 30 km from Tunis.
be adequate irrigation so the
hundreds of thousands of Tunisians, for instance, who make
their living from the olive oil
business don’t have to rely on the
vagaries of rain clouds.

Governments
in Tunisia and
Egypt have
generally taken a
so-called
trade-based view
of food security
The alternative is stark and is
not just about hunger. It can mean
massive social unrest and this is
probably best illustrated by Sidi
Bouzid in south-western Tunisia
where Mohamed Bouazizi
committed suicide on December
17, 2010, triggering the revolt that

led to the downfall of Zine
el-Abidine Ben Ali and the “Arab
spring”. Bouazizi’s story, as
Tunisian-born geographer Habib
Ayeb and African Studies professor Ray Bush have pointed out, is
“illustrative of rural dispossession
and wealth transfer” prompted by
“the exclusion of small farmers”.
Unsustainable agribusiness
created a “green mirage”, they
wrote, forcing people such as
Bouazizi’s family to mortgage
their land and lose their livelihood. It is a salutary story, one
common in Tunisia and Egypt and
elsewhere but, unfortunately,the
farming revolution is proving to
be more elusive than the one that
deposes dictators.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is an
itinerant commentator on world
affairs. She blogs at www.
rashmee.com and is on Twitter:
@rashmeerl.sa.
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Evidence of Iranian support to Houthis revealed
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

Y

emeni President Abd
Rabbo Mansour Hadi
highlighted the “human
tragedy” in Yemen and
called for greater humanitarian assistance at the UN General
Assembly after issuing renewed
calls for the Houthis to lay down
their arms and return to negotiations.
“I am open to all efforts seeking a
political solution,” Hadi said on his
way to the United Nations after reestablishing his government in the
Yemeni port city of Aden. He called
on the Houthis “to end their coup,
surrender weapons… and return to
the dialogue table, to implement UN
Security Council Resolution 2216”,
which calls on the Houthi fighters to
withdraw from territories they have
occupied.
This renewed diplomatic push
comes as the Saudi-led Gulf coalition has pushed Houthi fighters
back in a number of regions and is
on the verge of retaking the strategic central Marib region. Marib,
an important energy hub, would
serve as the launch pad for an eventual offensive to liberate the capital
Sana’a.

This renewed
diplomatic push
comes as the
Saudi-led Gulf
coalition has pushed
Houthi fighters back
in a number of
regions
The Gulf coalition’s latest advance in the province saw the flags
of Yemen, the United Arab Emirates,
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia fly over
the Marib dam on September 29th.
The Houthis control of less than 15%
of the province, said Brigadier-General Murad Turaiq, the head of the
Yemeni military in Marib.
Turaiq said the Gulf coalition continued to gain momentum and sup-

port, while the Houthis have been
pushed back. “Fighters from the
Murad and Abeed tribes joined the
fight against the Houthis in the battle for the dam. In addition to that,
more than 1,000 Yemeni soldiers
have also returned from training in
Saudi Arabia to help pro-Hadi forces,” he said.

Although the
fighting is ongoing,
with the Houthis on
the back foot, many
are beginning to
look into the postconflict future of
Yemen
Elsewhere in the country, an alleged Gulf coalition air strike on a
wedding party in the Red Sea port
city of Mocha killed at least 130 people.
The Gulf coalition denied responsibility for the attack.
Local media reports said the
coalition could confront Houthi
forces in the neighbouring al-Jawf
province after Marib, closing in on
Sana’a from two sides. The northern al-Jawf governorate also borders
Saudi Arabia.
Recapturing the region from the
Houthis would significantly lessen
pressure on the Saudi border and
represent an important turning
point in the battle against the Houthis.
Saudi Arabia has been one of Hadi’s main backers, with Saudi King
Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud reiterating Riyadh’s support for Yemeni
“legitimacy”. “We in the coalition
stand firmly, with all our strength,
by your side… to protect your country,” he wrote in a letter addressed
to Hadi.
Speaking at the UN General Assembly, Hadi reiterated Saudi Arabia’s warning regarding Iran’s backing for the Houthis.
“We find ourselves mixed in this
battle, this fight for the country and
the legitimacy of the state to ensure
that the country does not fall into
the hands of Iran, which would like
to see the destruction of the coun-

Pictures released on September 30th, show confiscated weapons aboard an Iranian fishing boat
bound for Yemen.
try,” Hadi said.
Although Iran has publicly denied backing the Houthis, Marib
Governor Sultan al-Arada claimed
that Yemen has conclusive proof of
Tehran’s backing for the group after
seizing equipment at Marib dam
from retreating Houthis.
“There can be no doubt that the
Iranian support for the Houthis is
obvious, especially in light of the
equipment we have found which
bears clear marks [which point to
this],” he told the Saudi Arabian
Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper.
The coalition said on September
30th it had previously seized an Ira-

nian fishing boat in the Arabian Sea
loaded with weapons destined for
the Houthis.
The coalition said it had captured
18 anti-armour Concourse shells, 54
BGM17 anti-tank missiles, 15 shell
battery kits, four firing guidance
systems and other logistical apparatus.
The Gulf coalition’s air superiority, along with the deployment of
heavy artillery, tanks and armoured
personnel carriers, has been a major
factor in its recent successes against
the Houthi rebels. Although the
fighting is ongoing, with the Houthis
on the back foot, many are begin-

ning to look into the post-conflict
future of Yemen. The humanitarian
situation in the country is dire, with
Hadi calling on world leaders to do
more to help the Yemeni people.
“This requires greater effort internationally so as to alleviate human suffering and to ensure that
the Yemeni crisis is not forgotten.
I would like to take this opportunity to address and appeal to donor
countries to ensure that they provide the promised assistance,” Hadi
said.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

With war, Yemenis’ misery is compounded
Mohamad Khaled

Sana’a

Y

asser Abdo has closed
his business in his native Taiz and fled with
his family to the relative
safety of Sana’a. Despite
intensive aerial bombardments in
the Yemeni capital, the 38-year-old
parent is happy to be out of Taiz,
which he called “the city of death
and destruction”.
“We had to shut down our entertainment park in the city centre and
flee,” he said.
“Our park was the only in-town
fun and entertainment facility for
families and children. People visited us for recreation and to spend
joyful and happy time with their
loved ones. Unfortunately, there is
no more happy time, no more happy place in Taiz at the moment.”

The economy and
basic services are
collapsing. Food
insecurity is
growing rapidly.
The war sweeping Yemen engulfed the southern province of
Taiz in April, making Abdo among
more than 1.3 million internally
displaced Yemenis. They have been
driven from their homes by fighting
pitting Iran-backed Houthi rebels
and allied troops to former president Ali Abdullah Saleh against
Sunni fighters and troops loyal

to President Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi, supported by a Saudi-led
Arab military coalition.
Taiz is among 16 provinces affected by the conflict in the country
where 42% of the population lived
below the poverty line before the
current fighting started, according
to the World Bank. A few months
after the outbreak of fighting, the
United Nations declared Yemen
among its top humanitarian emergencies, warning that it was a step
away from famine.
Underlining the rapidly deteriorating humanitarian conditions in
Taiz, home for 1 million people,
UN Humanitarian Coordinator in
Yemen Johannes van der Klaauw
said: “The city has been turned into
a battleground with people caught
between frontlines, and rendered
more vulnerable by the collapse of
critical services like water, sanitation and health services.”
“The economy and basic services
are collapsing. Food insecurity is
growing rapidly, with food supplies
and agricultural inputs only sporadically available and significantly
more expensive,” van der Klaauw
added in an interview with The
Arab Weekly.
Most Taiz residents fled to relatively safer areas in the countryside
after the city was shelled by both
sides in the conflict, killing and injuring hundreds of civilians.
The crisis has escalated in recent
months, wreaking havoc in several
regions of Yemen. Disorder and
lawlessness provided fertile soil
for the spreading of violence and
bloodshed. According to the United

Yemenis stand in a line to buy canisters of gas in Sana’a.
Nations, an estimated 21.1 million
people — more than 80% of Yemen’s population — require urgent
humanitarian assistance as a result
of escalating conflict and drastically reduced imports.
The August 2015 Food Security
Outlook Updates by the UN Food
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO)
indicates that more than 50% of the
Yemeni population lives under severe food insecurity.
Those displaced live in harsh
conditions either in schools, public
buildings, deserted areas or with

their extended families, relying almost exclusively on humanitarian
aid to subsist.
Massive layoffs, collapse of public services, skyrocketing prices of
basic commodities exacerbated the
humanitarian situation. Yemen has
been in turmoil for years and the
latest war has worsened an already
dire situation.
The conflict forced many businesses to stop operating. With
major private and public factories
bombed, either by Houthi rebels
or coalition air strikes, hundreds of

thousands of skilled and unskilled
labourers have lost income. The
situation is aggravated by an ongoing power outage and sharp fuel
shortage.
Mahmoud Esmail, 23, worked at
a restaurant in Taiz to earn enough
money to get into the Taiz College
of Medicine. “I had a dream to become a doctor and help the poor
like me but the restaurant I work in
shut down five months ago. I lost
my job and I depleted all my savings attempting to survive,” Esmail
said. The young man, who returned
to his home village since the conflict escalated in Taiz, added desperately, “I have lost my dream to
go to college, too.”
Abdo had to lay off his entire staff
of 110 people who ran his amusement park in Taiz.
“Each worker was a breadwinner for a family and sometimes
for more than one family,” he said.
“Can you imagine how many families have been deprived of income
as a result of the forced closure?”
Owners of private enterprises
such as Abdo incurred huge losses.
“The entire market community
has collapsed in the war, including
suppliers, service providers, large
factories and huge businesses in
the entire country,” he said.
“Don’t forget street vendors and
unskilled labourers as well!”
Abdo paused and then concluded: “The war is ugly and has catastrophic impact.”
Mohamad Khaled, a pseudonym
used for security reasons, is a
Yemeni reporter based in Sana’a.
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Egypt uses fish farming to
fight tunnel smuggling
Amr Emam

Cairo

E

gypt is creating a large fish
farm in the Sinai peninsula on the border with
the Gaza Strip, providing
an economic opportunity
while also trying to halt smuggling
through the sprawling network of
tunnels between Sinai and the Palestinian territory.
Cairo has blamed growing militancy in the Sinai on the tunnels,
saying groups on the Palestinian
side use the underground passages
to transfer arms and fighters into
Sinai.
It adds that the tunnels are used
in transferring Egyptian subsidised
goods, including fuel, into the besieged Palestinian enclave, benefiting a limited group of smugglers
with links to Hamas.

The farm is expected
to produce 250,000
tonnes of fish every
year
“The fish farm is a smart move on
the part of the Egyptian Army to put
an end to threats posed to Egypt’s
national security by the presence of
the tunnels,” Samir Ghattas, director of local think-tank Middle East
Studies Forum, told The Arab Weekly. “Seawater is enough to cause the
total demolition of any tunnels on
the border between Gaza and Sinai.”
Egypt has been cracking down on
militancy in Sinai and tunnels in the
border area for about two years. The
Egyptian Army has relocated thou-

sands of residents from the region
and demolished hundreds of tunnels and arms warehouses created
by militants in the peninsula.
An Islamic State (ISIS)-linked
group staged a series of attacks on
Egyptian Army and police posts in
Sinai for several months. Scores of
troops and police, along with hundreds of militants, have been killed
in the fighting. The group has attacked officials in Cairo, including
an attempt on former interior minister Mohamed Ibrahim in late 2013
and the assassination of prosecutor-general Hesham Barakat in June
2015. Cairo accuses Qassam Brigades, the military arm of Hamas, of
providing Sinai militants with arms
and explosives through the tunnels
with the aim of destabilising Egypt.
Egyptian Army bulldozers have
been digging a fish farm, which is
expected to occupy 100,000 square
kilometres — more than 16% of the
Sinai. Tonnes of sand have been
carried away and huge tubes placed
to pump seawater to destroy the
smugglers’ tunnels and form the
base of the fish farm. There are believed to be as many as 1,200 tunnels in the area, with Hamas the
prime beneficiary.
Experts estimate Hamas’ annual
profits from the tunnels at $45 million. This might explain why the
Palestinian movement was strongly
angered by Egyptian action on the
border. The movement was reported
to have said that allowing seawater
to seep into the area would threaten
homes inside Gaza and cause Gaza’s
economy huge losses. Some Hamas
figures said demolition of the tunnels would deprive Gaza residents
of much-needed supplies that enter
through the tunnels.

Gaza has been suffering an all-out
Israeli blockade since Hamas took
control of it in 2007.
Local economists, however, said
turning the area into a gigantic fish
farm will pay off for Egypt. The farm
is expected to produce 250,000
tonnes of fish every year, the Egyptian government said.

Experts estimate
Hamas’ annual
profits from the
tunnels at $45
million
“This means that Egypt can do
without fish imports altogether,”
economist Rashad Abdo said. “This
will save our country hundreds of
millions of dollars spent every year
on these imports.”
Egypt produces 1.5 million tonnes
of fish every year, according to the
Agriculture Ministry, which says
it has plans to raise production to
2.5 million tonnes in a few years to
meet growing demand.
In 2014, Egypt imported around
230,000 tonnes of fish, paying $400
million, according to the Food Industries Chamber at the Egyptian
Industries Federation.
The new fish farm will bridge
the gap between production and
consumption, at least for the time
being. “Our country can actually
become a fish exporter in the future
if it uses modern technologies in
the management of its fish farms,”
Abdo said. “This is even true given
the proximity of the new fish farm
in Sinai to the Suez Canal.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

An Egyptian excavator working on the beach by the Mediterranean
Sea, on the Egyptian side of Rafah on September 21st.

Egypt buying helicopter carriers from France
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gypt has continued its
shift to French-built military equipment with the
purchase of two Mistral
helicopter carriers from
Paris in a $1.1 billion deal.
Cairo has responded to security
threats on several fronts — militants
linked to Islamic State (ISIS) to the
west in Libya and to the east in the
Sinai peninsula, and Yemeni rebels
near the southern entrance to the
Red Sea — with a military spending

spree.
Egypt in July took deliveries of
three of the 24 Rafale fighter jets
which are part of a $5.9 billion
agreement with France. Also included in that contract are missiles
and a frigate. Cairo has also been in
talks with Russia about advanced
air defence systems, fighter jets
and helicopters. The Mistral deal
involves already-installed Russian
equipment on the ship along with
attack helicopters.
French President François Hollande said on September 23rd that
he had agreed with Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi on the
price and the conditions of the Mis-

tral deal. A French Defence Ministry source said the Mistral contract
was worth $1.1 billion.
The ships are expected to be
delivered to Egypt in March after about 400 Egyptian sailors are
trained to operate them.
“The deal will help boost the
navy and also change the naval balance of power in the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea,” said Alaa Ezz Eddin, a retired general. “It will also
help our country have deep-sea supremacy at a time of great peril.”
Egypt has the world’s 13th largest military, according to Business
Insider.
With about 470,000 personnel

Shift to France. The two Mistral-class helicopter carriers Sevastopol (L) and Vladivostok are seen at
the STX Les Chantiers de l’Atlantique shipyard site in Saint-Nazaire, western France, last May.

on active duty, almost 5,000 tanks,
1,100 military aircraft and four submarines, the Egyptian military is
considered the most powerful in
the Arab region and Africa.
Nevertheless, Egypt, with a
coastline of 2,000 kilometres on
the Mediterranean and the Red Sea,
does not have an aircraft carrier.
The Mistral deal gives Egypt its first
helicopter carrier.
Especially disquieting for decision-makers in Cairo is the situation in Yemen, which since March
has been the target of air strikes
by a Saudi-led coalition seeking to
displace Shia Houthi militia. The
Iran-backed force has overrun the
capital, Sana’a, and other provinces. Only recently has Yemeni President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi and
his cabinet returned from exile in
Saudi Arabia.
“This will pose threats to the
Suez Canal,” military expert Shawki
al-Hefnawi said. “It will also cause
huge losses to Egypt.”
This was probably why the Egyptian Navy, shortly after the Saudiled coalition — of which Egypt is
part — struck Houthi positions in
Yemen controlling Bab el Mandeb,
the strait between Yemen and Djibouti and the southern entrance of
the Red Sea.
Egypt sent warships to the strait
to prevent potential threats to the
Suez Canal, a linchpin for Cairo’s
economy.
Egypt is also facing threats from
the west where ISIS recently overran three eastern Libyan cities and
in recent months launched four
attacks against Egyptian troops in
Egypt’s western region. Cairo has
been trying to support the army
of Libya’s internationally backed
House of Representatives. Nevertheless, ISIS continues to expand in
Libya.
There have been a series of attacks by groups linked to ISIS in

the Sinai that have killed dozens of
people.
The Mistrals, French-made amphibious assault warships, are each
capable of carrying about 16 helicopters, up to 16 vehicles and 450
troops. Paris and Moscow in August
agreed that France would repay $1.1
billion to cancel a 2011 deal for the
delivery of two of the warships to
Russia.

Russian sources are
saying that Egypt
would purchase one
of the Mistrals with
direct Russian
financial support
The Arabic-language Russian
news channel Russia Today quoted
Russian presidency spokesman
Dmitry Peskov as saying that Moscow hoped France would take Russian interests into account when
selling the warships.
A few days later, Russian daily
Moskovsky Komsomolets quoted
unnamed Russian sources as saying that Egypt would purchase one
of the Mistrals with direct Russian
financial support. The source said
Egypt would have to commit to
buying a number of Russian Kamov
Ka-52 “Alligator” helicopters.
“If this deal goes through, for
Russia it is very advantageous,
since the loan is in fact a trademark: a large consignment of helicopters will be based at our Russian
defence industry, taxes will go into
our budget, and the borrower does
not receive the money but the product — helicopters made in Russia,”
one of the sources was quoted as
saying.
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to The
Arab Weekly.
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Palestinian flag flies at UN, Abbas drops pacts with Israel
Malak Hasan

Ramallah

P

alestinian
President
Mahmoud Abbas attended
the raising of the Palestinian flag at UN headquarters, issued a strong plea
for full-member status and said
Palestinians were no longer bound
to the Oslo accords with Israel.
The flag-raising occurred September 30th, placing the red, black,
white and green banner among the
flags of the 193 countries of the
United Nations. It was a potent, if
symbolic, move consecrating decades of struggle for Palestinian national rights.
Abbas, who earlier described
the flag-raising as “our moment of
hope”, addressed the UN General
Assembly with a call to have Palestine designated a full-member state
at the world body and for protection for the Palestinian people.

The Palestinian
public also seems
less confident that
diplomacy and
international
initiatives can bring
about desired
change
“Palestine, which is an observer
state in the United Nations, deserves full recognition and full
membership,” Abbas said, appealing to “those countries that have
not yet recognised the state of Palestine yet, to do so.”
He also declared that Palestinians
are no longer bound by the 1995
Oslo accords, which formed the
basis for a two-state solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict. “Israel
must assume all of its responsibilities as an occupying power,” Abbas
said. He accused Israel of violating
the accords and subsequent agree-

ments. “We cannot be the only party that remains faithful to them,”
Abbas said. What is required, he
continued, is to “mobilise international efforts to oversee an end to
the Israeli occupation in line with
the resolutions of international legitimacy”.
After the September 10th UN vote
that cleared the way for the Palestinian flag to join those of UN fullmember states, some Palestinian
youth stated their uncertainty and
subdued enthusiasm. “I do not understand why this is considered a
victory,” a West Bank social media
contributor wrote as another sarcastically wondered: “Is this vote
supposed to solve our crisis?”
A Palestinian tweeting from the
Gaza Strip lamented, “The UN is
raising the flag of Palestine almost
65 years late.”
Jerusalem rights activist Rafat
Sub Laban said that, while the UN
move “is very symbolic, its symbolism is devoid of any added value,
given both the timing and the current political context” — a reference
to growing tension in Jerusalem
and the rest of the West Bank and
Gaza.
In Jerusalem, Israel has slapped
tight restrictions on Muslims’ entry to al-Aqsa mosque, Islam’s third
holiest shrine and one of the hottest flashpoints in the region. For
several days in mid-September,
clashes erupted between Palestinians and Israeli police, who raided
the mosque and its courtyards in
a move Palestinians see as an attempt by Israel’s hard-line cabinet
to allow Jewish prayers at the holy
site and ultimately divide it.
In the West Bank, Israel said it
plans to demolish up to 13,000
structures, most of them built on
privately owned Palestinian land,
in Area C, which is under full Israeli
military and civil rule, according to
the UN Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).
The escalation followed an attack
in a West Bank village in which Jewish settlers burned alive 18-month-

Capturing the moment. The Palestinian flag flies for the first time at U.N. headquarters, on
September 30, 2015.
old toddler Ali Dawabsheh and his
parents as they slept in their home.
Ali’s 4-year-old brother remains in
hospital after sustaining critical
body burns.
The suspects — members of a
militant Israeli group bent on killing
Palestinians — remain free.
Palestinian writer Sam Bahour,
an adviser for the independent AlShabaka policy network, said the
UN flag vote should not be consid-

ered a “historic victory” but rather
“incremental progress”.
The vote did not “translate into
relieving the pressures of the Israeli military occupation or life in
refugee camps outside of Palestine
or living as an internally displaced
person in Israel”, Bahour said.
The Palestinian public also seems
less confident that diplomacy and
international initiatives can bring
about desired change. Trader Ab-

dulqader Mohammad, a father of
five, rebuked the policy of the Palestinian Authority (PA) responsible
for the West Bank as “hollow and
disoriented”.
“The PA is no longer on the same
page with the rest of the Palestinian
people,” he said.
Malak Hasan, based in Ramallah,
has covered Palestinian-Israeli
issues for more than five years.

Black September and the Palestinians’ lost decade
View poi nt

Michael
Young

Beirut

F

orty-five years ago, the
Jordanian Army
crushed Palestinian
groups posing a threat
to the Hashemite
monarchy in what
became known as Black September.
Looking back, one can learn
many lessons about the hubris in
the Palestinian leadership and how
its strategy with regard to the Arab
countries ultimately backfired.
This had dramatic consequences
for the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO).
On a personal level, I arrived in
Lebanon at the time and, though
a child, immediately got a sense
of its taut political environment.
The Air France passenger plane
on which my mother and I flew
to Beirut was delayed for several
hours because Palestinian gunmen
had taken over the airport’s control
tower.
As Palestinian groups fled
Jordan, they relocated to Beirut,
which became their de facto capital. An early memory in the city
was watching a procession com-

Black September seemed
to underline that the road
to Palestine would come
at the expense of Arab
states

memorating the death of Egyptian
President Gamal Abdel Nasser, who
died September 28, 1970.
In his last days Nasser had tried
to protect the Palestinians from the
onslaught of King Hussein’s forces.
His death allowed the Jordanians to
pursue their military offensive, until the Palestinians were defeated in
June 1971.
The PLO’s move to Lebanon
showed that the Palestinians, like
the Bourbons, had learned nothing
and forgotten nothing. Their armed
groups behaved with the same
arrogance as they had in Jordan,
while some sought to alter Lebanon’s political system.
Under the Cairo agreement of
1969, the Palestinians were allowed
to control their refugee camps and
launch armed attacks against Israel
from Lebanese territory. The autonomy they enjoyed led to a military escalation with the Lebanese
state, a major contributing factor to
the Lebanese civil war of 1975-90.
Black September seemed to
underline that the road to Palestine would come at the expense of
Arab states. This would embroil the
Palestinians in side wars detracting
from the conflict with Israel.
After the start of the Lebanese
conflict, the Palestinians sided with
the Lebanese National Movement
against an alliance of Christian militias. Palestinian gains provoked a
Syrian entry into Lebanon in 1976,
amid fears that a triumph might
invite Israeli intervention and lead
to a war between Syria and Israel.
The Syrian deployment in Lebanon, which led to a violent confrontation with the Palestinians,
gave the regime of Syria’s then-

president, Hafez Assad, greater latitude to shape Palestinian affairs.
While the two sides would draw
closer after Egyptian president
Anwar Sadat normalised relations
with Israel, the PLO would always
have to factor Syrian interests into
whatever it did.
Yasser Arafat, the PLO chairman,
would seek to retain the independence of Palestinian decision-making. However, the growing conflict
between Syria and Lebanon’s
Christian militias, now backed by
Israel, would have far-reaching
consequences for the future of the
Palestinians in Lebanon.
In 1981 the Israeli government
of prime minister Menachem
Begin intervened on behalf of the
Christians as they battled Syrian
forces around the Lebanese town
of Zahle, shooting down two Syrian helicopters. Assad deployed
anti-aircraft missiles to Lebanon to
counter the Israelis.
The so-called missile war not
only reinforced the Christian-Israeli alliance, it pushed Begin and his
defence minister, Ariel Sharon, to
consider a more radical approach in
Lebanon.
The Israelis formulated a plan
to invade Lebanon in the summer
of 1982 and achieve several aims:
force the PLO out of Lebanon; bring
the Christian militia leader Bashir
Gemayel to power in the Lebanese
presidential election; and impose
a Syrian military withdrawal from
the country.
Ultimately, the Israelis hoped
that by uprooting the PLO from
Beirut, its leadership would fall
under the sway of Damascus. Palestinians in the West Bank would

The decade
or so
between
1970 and
1982 were
important
years for the
Palestinians,
showing that
Palestine
would not be
regained on
the wreckage
of Arab
countries

have no choice but to negotiate
with Israel, on Israel’s terms, while
the absence of an effective leadership would push Palestinians to
pursue their political aspirations
in Jordan. This corresponded to a
view on the Israeli right that “Jordan was Palestine”.
We had come full circle from
September 1970. Black September,
ironically, created dynamics allowing the Israelis to imagine that
a Palestinian takeover in Jordan
would allow them to resolve their
own Palestinian problem at Jordan’s expense. That was not to be,
but not because the PLO undermined the Israeli scheme. In fact,
the exit from Beirut nearly marginalised the Palestinian leadership,
which relocated to Tunis. What
again made it relevant was the Palestinian intifada of 1987-91.
The decade or so between 1970
and 1982 were important years
for the Palestinians, showing that
Palestine would not be regained
on the wreckage of Arab countries.
By the end of the 1980s, the PLO
focused on negotiations, under
American tutelage, adopting a
strategy very different than the one
it had pursued after 1970. Today
the Palestinians may be no closer to
their goal of an independent state
but they have recognised that the
lost decade after Black September
set them back, perhaps decisively.
They may still be paying a price for
that momentous deviation.
Michael Young is a commentator
and analyst based in Beirut. He is
the author of The Ghosts of Martyrs’
Square: An Eyewitness Account of
Lebanon’s Life Struggle.
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Decades after Sabra and Shatila massacre,
impunity still unchallenged
Samar Kadi

T
Beirut

hirty-three years
ago, a massacre
that shocked the
world unfolded in
Beirut’s Palestinian refugee camps
of Sabra and Shatila. More than
1,500 Palestinian civilians were
killed by Israeli-allied Christian
militiamen during Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon.
From 6pm September 16th to
8am September 18th fighters affiliated with the Christian Lebanese
right-wing Phalange Party swept
through the camp and carried out
the massacre as Israeli military
leaders were in position overlooking the shantytown. Reports
indicated that Ariel Sharon – later
prime minister but then Israeli
defence minister — witnessed the
slaughter.
Militiamen were ordered by
the Israeli Army to “clean” Sabra
and Shatila of Palestinian fighters
under the pretext they remained
after the evacuation of Palestine
Liberation Organisation (PLO)
chairman Yasser Arafat from
Beirut.
The massacre occurred shortly
after the assassination of newly
elected Lebanese president and
Phalange Party leader Bachir Gemayel. It was assumed – wrongly
— that Palestinian militants had
carried out the assassination.
The Israeli Army was reportedly
aware of atrocities committed by
the militiamen in the camp but
refrained from stopping them.
The massacre was not the first,
nor the last, crime against Palestinians in the protracted Arab-Is-

raeli conflict. In this case, however, attempts were made to end
the impunity of perpetrators and
bring justice and compensation to
the victims and their families.
International law professor
Chibli Mallat, who was among the
attorneys representing 28 survivors of the Sabra and Shatila massacre in a case filed in Belgium
against Sharon, noted that three
decades later the families of the
victims have not been compensated and their suffering has fallen
into oblivion.
“It is a fact that this horrible
massacre took place and until
now no serious remedy for the
victims has been provided,” Mallat told The Arab Weekly.
“The repetition of large-scale
violence and excessive use of
force is basically linked to the fact
that those who were responsible
for such crimes have not been
held accountable for what they
have committed.”
A lawsuit filed in 2001 under
Belgium’s Universal Jurisdiction
Law did not end with Sharon in
prison for his part in the massacre
but his indictment by Belgium’s
Supreme Court in February 2003
set a precedent for prosecuting
Israeli officials accused of war
crimes.
The case was dropped, however, when Belgium, under pressure
from the United States, changed
the legislation that had allowed
it to try war crimes committed
globally. Sharon died in 2014
without facing charges related to
the massacre.
“Obviously the main person
responsible for this massacre can
no longer be reached and be punished effectively but the challenge
that the Supreme Court had posed
to Sharon at the time succeeded
to a large extent, prompting Israel

1,500 Palestinian
civilians were
killed by
Israeli-allied
Christian
militiamen
during Israel’s
1982 invasion of
Lebanon

to withdraw its ambassador from
Belgium,” Mallat said.
Sharon’s death should not lead
to the loss of the right to compensation for the victims’ families, a
claim that was acknowledged by
the Israeli government in negotiations in the stalled peace process,
Mallat said.
“When we worked on the
Sabra and Shatila case, one of the
interesting documents that we
checked was an Israeli memo that
included a clause in the nowdefunct peace process to include
some special compensation to
the victims of Sabra and Shatila,”
he said. “This makes the need for
compensation a reality yet to be
fulfilled.”
However, Mallat said, an environment of endemic impunity has
left Israel undeterred in committing daily violations of Palestinians’ fundamental human rights.
“Impunity is massive. It hap-

A Palestinian woman carries a portrait of a relative who was killed
during the Sabra and Shatila massacre.

pens every day in West Bank
settlements… It happens every
day in the killing and the use of
excessive force against Palestinians,” Mallat stressed.
“The Israeli government remains totally unpunished despite
flagrant and obvious violations of
fundamental human rights of the
Palestinians.”
Mallat said crimes against Palestinians occurred well before the
Sabra and Shatila massacre. “The
onslaught on the West Bank, for
instance, has been massive since
1967. It has displaced tens of thousands of people, impoverished
them and taken their land to build
settlements without compensation” he said.
“Each and every one of the
settlers should be prosecuted
criminally and requested to pay
compensation for the harm done
to West Bank Palestinians.”
Mallat argued that impunity
and violence are interrelated in a
cycle that has to be broken. Unless
leaders are held accountable for
their actions, the violence will
continue.
“The more you bring people to
justice the less there is resort to
violence.
The only way to move forward
is to increase the fear of these
people who are committing
horrendous acts and make them
worry that at one point they could
be ending up in jail,” he said.
Nonetheless, Mallat hailed the
Belgian Court case that indicted
Sharon as a landmark towards
ending impunity for war crimes.
“International justice is a very
slow process but I think this day is
coming slowly but surely,” Mallat
said.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society sections editor.

Play it again, Salam. Lebanon’s garbage protest won’t spurn crisis
View poi nt

Martin Jay

T

here is an endearing
scene in the Hollywood classic Casablanca in which the
police prefect (Claude
Rains) berates the
night club owner (Humphrey
Bogart) as his officers cause
mayhem behind him while closing
down an illegal casino.
“I am shocked, shocked to find
that gambling is going on in here,”
says Rains’ Captain Louis Renault
as one of the casino’s workers
hands him a wad of bills.
“Your winnings, sir,” says the
casino employee.
“Ah, yes, thank you,” he replies.
Surely Lebanon has almost
reached this farcical level in which
the script writers are going to be
sent over. As I write this, Lebanese
Prime Minister Tammam Salam is
in New York discussing “progress”
as his tiny homeland cannot deal
with its own garbage crisis while
regular water and electricity
remain strangers to most folks in
Lebanon.
Salam has an opportunity
though and one he is patently
squandering. Never before has

It is unlikely that the
current format of
protesting is likely to hurl
Lebanon into the abyss

the subject of colossal corruption
been so aptly placed under the
spotlight. Yet this diplomatic
turtle, who is largely liked but
considered ineffective, refuses to
move at the required pace.
The conspiracy theories are
abundant. But the “You Stink”
movement has made headway into
at least voicing an opinion, which
is simply that the current confessional carve up of Lebanon is an
outdated system.
The tacit deal struck between
the corrupt political elite and the
masses no longer works. The
former was supposed to help itself
to what was considered to be a
reasonable bung in return for
keeping peace in the country and
making sure basic services at least
function.
However, it is unlikely that the
current format of protesting is
likely to hurl Lebanon into the
abyss.
Recent protests saw more than
400 injured but with no real
impact on the establishment or the
media, which the establishment
controls.
What the protests are doing,
however, is creating the basis of
chaos for the Hezbollah bloc and
its allies to argue that Michel Aoun
is the solution. Aoun has been
promoting himself as the next
Christian president for Lebanon,
while the Sunni-led opposition
bloc has come out and largely
supported the movement in its call
for a complete overhaul of the
system. But it is Lebanon’s own
Magna Carta that will be the first

victim of any coup if the Aounists
get their way.
Some have recently linked the
growing demonstrations surrounding the garbage crisis with
the apparent intention of Hezbollah and Aoun to annul the postTaif constitutional system.
The problem for Aoun, though,
is if he were to succeed in doing
this, it might cause too much civil
unrest and possibly a crisis in the
country. Central to the problem of
instability is corruption and how
politicians, bereft of the large cash
payments from Arab countries,
have had to diversify from
embezzling public funds to the
private sector.
It says a lot about the state of the
country though when one of the
dons culpable of having his hand
in the till, Druze eccentric Walid
Jumblatt, openly admits his
“wrongdoing” and makes the

Lebanon
needs a new
system from
scratch

Lebanese demonstrators gather at Beirut’s
Zaitunay Bay during a protest against the
privatisation of public spaces, on September 1st.

point that journalists have done a
poor job if it is only his name on
the list.
You cannot make it up.
For the moment, the momentum
of public support the “You Stink”
movement has is impressive. But
the political players are waiting
patiently to see how much stamina
the followers have, while their
own compromise plan to handle
the waste will garner more support
once the rains come — and
contaminated water from the
rubbish permeates the water
system.
Of most of these youngsters in
the movement who I have spoken
to, none are bothered which
political camp gets chucked out of
the boat, such is their anger and
determination for change.
Lebanon needs a new system
from scratch though and this is
really the most far-fetched
scenario for an outcome. If the
movement can produce chaos,
then the instability may well be
the basis of suspending the
cabinet altogether and allowing
the army to temporarily run the
country — not a bad thing at all.
Most Lebanese are confident that
the soldiers could at least organise
water, electricity and garbage
collection.
In fact, it could be the beginning
of a beautiful relationship.
Martin Jay is a senior writer and
associate editor at Newsweek
Middle East and is based in Beirut.
Follow him on Twitter:
@MartinRJay.
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Syria deserted by its youth, desperate to reach Europe
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

K

haled came out of the
certified translation office in Damascus holding his university degree
and work attestations as
an electrical engineer after having
them translated into German. He
still has to ratify the papers at the
ministries of Justice and Foreign Affairs before embarking on the perilous journey to Europe.
“We have reached the limit.
The country is being emptied of
its youth as a result of the fighting
over power. We are leaving it to
them: to the regime, to Zahran Alloush (commander of Jaysh al-Islam), to ISIS, to Nusra Front and all
the other fighting groups,” said the
30-year-old engineer who asked to
be identified only by his first name.

Institutes teaching
German language
are proliferating in
Damascus
Khaled, who worked in a private
company in rural Damascus, lost
his job a year ago and is preparing
to follow hundreds of thousands of
Syrians who have swarmed towards
Europe, seeking a better and more
secure future.
“I returned with my wife and
child to my native Homs province
after our home in Dukhaniya was
robbed and destroyed. Since then,
I have been searching for a job.
We have survived so far with the
money I got from selling my wife’s
jewellery and we still have enough
to pay the journey to Germany,”
Khaled said.
The mass exodus of war-weary
Syrians has created a human migration crisis in Europe. The scope of
migration increased tremendously

in recent months after EU countries
agreed to facilitate the entry of refugees. This has caused a steep drop
in the cost of migrants’ travel, from
$7,000-10,000 to about $2,500 per
person.
The relatively low cost of the
trip in addition to assistance that
migrants are given upon arrival in
northern European countries encouraged many Syrians to attempt
the journey.
Would-be migrants turn to travel
agencies to organise the first leg of
the trip that takes them to Turkey,
either through Beirut Airport or by
sea from Tripoli in Lebanon.
“During June, July and August, we
were overwhelmed by the big numbers of travellers bound for Turkey,”
said a travel agent who asked to be
identified as Mohamad Said. He said
it cost $350-$500 to fly to Turkey
and $150-$200 to travel by sea.
Said estimated the number of
Syrians who entered Lebanon en
route to Turkey during the summer
at more than 150,000. “On a daily
basis, we have between 20 and 30
buses that can take up to 50 people,
transporting the travellers to Lebanon, in addition to private cars,” he
said.
Following the suffocation of 71
migrants in a truck in Austria in
August, the Syrian government
clamped down on travel agents in an
attempt to stem the migration flow.
More than 20 offices were closed
under the pretext of not possessing
work licences.
But a travel agent, who asked not
to be identified, said while many
were shut down despite possessing
legal documents, others were kept
open to control the travel movement at a time when Lebanese authorities have tightened restrictions
on the crossing of Syrians.
“People had to resort to the remaining offices because they have
agents who can facilitate crossing
on the Lebanese border,” the agent
said.

Syrians arrive at Lebanon’s northern Tripoli port to embark a passenger ferry to Turkey, on
September 22nd.
However, despite the obstacles,
the exodus, especially by the youth
and recent university graduates,
has risen dramatically before the
arrival of winter, which makes the
travel by sea and by land even riskier.
Yasser, a fresh graduate from the
law school at Damascus University, has been preparing his exit for
weeks. “I have four months before
I am summoned to enroll in compulsory military service,” he said.
“That is why I have to leave immediately. Staying in Syria has become
very dangerous. Already 20 of my
friends have reached Europe.”
Syrians trying to reach Europe include families and single mothers.

Obama accepts 10,000 Syrian
refugees, but it won’t happen soon
Amal Mudallali

Washington

T

he Aylan effect made it
to the doors of the White
House. After the outcry
in Europe caused by the
photograph of the body of
3-year-old Aylan Kurdi, a Syrian refugee, on the shores of the Mediterranean, US President Barack Obama
instructed his administration to accept 10,000 Syrian refugees in fiscal
year 2016.
However, Obama’s decision is
proving polarising now that the
United States has entered the 2016
election cycle.
Eleanor Acer of Human Rights
First told the New York Times that
10,000 is “an embarrassingly low
number”. Indeed, compared to Germany, which has pledged to take
in 800,000 refugees, the number
looks minuscule. Oxfam America
is asking the United States to admit 70,000 Syrians. Since 2011, the
United States has welcomed approximately 1,500 Syrian refugees;
4,000 applications are pending.

Anti-immigrant
sentiment has
played a major role
in Republican
politics
Some Democrats in Congress are
pushing the administration to accept more refugees.
Senator Richard Durbin, of Illinois and the number two Democrat
in the Senate, and 14 other Demo-

cratic senators wrote a letter to
Obama saying “it is a moral, legal
and national security imperative
for the US to lead by example in addressing the world’s worst refugee
crisis of our time”.

Many of the
opponents of
accepting more
Syrian refugees raise
the issue of security
risk
They, along with Democrats in
the House of Representatives, urged
the White House to allow 100,000
Syrians to enter the United States.
Republicans,
however,
have
added Syrian refugees to the contentious issues of the 2016 election
campaign. Anti-immigrant sentiment has played a major role in Republican politics and has propelled
businessman Donald Trump into
the lead for the Republican nomination.
Trump has pledged to build a wall
along the US-Mexican border to
prevent unauthorised immigration
and says he will expel the 11 million
immigrants who live in the United
States without documentation.
On the day the White House announced the new policy of accepting 10,000 refugees, Trump, speaking at a campaign rally in Texas,
said: “It is disgusting what is happening to our country. We are a
dumping ground for the rest of the
world.”
Although the Syrian refugee issue
differs from the plight of Central
American immigrants, in the eyes
of many Republicans and conserva-

tives in an election year distinctions
are not important: an immigrant is
an immigrant.
Other candidates tried to compete with Trump. The campaign of
Senator Ted Cruz, R-Texas, said the
senator opposed settling Syrian refugees in the United States because
of the “logistical challenges and the
security risk”.
Former Arkansas governor Mike
Huckabee, another Republican candidate, took it to another level. He
warned of the risks to US children
“if what you are importing could be
people who have a nefarious purpose for wanting to come here”. He
was worried that Syrian refugees
might face “language shock and
cultural shock, perhaps a religious
shock” in the United States.
Many of the opponents of accepting more Syrian refugees raise the
issue of security risk.
They claim that many of the immigrants are coming from areas
controlled by the Islamic State (ISIS)
and could have ties to the terrorist
group.
Senator Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa,
wrote a letter to US Secretary of
State John Kerry on September 11th,
stating: “Before agreeing to accept
thousands of Syrian refugees, the
Obama administration must prove
to the American people that it will
take the necessary precautions to
ensure that national security is top
priority, especially at a time when
ruthless terrorist groups like ISIS
are committed to finding ways to
enter the US and harm Americans.”
Representative Peter King, R-New
York, said, “We don’t want another
Boston Marathon bombing situation.”

Rasha, whose 3-year-old son was
born after her husband was arrested, reached Dortmund in Germany
in mid-September following what
she described “a deadly journey”.
“We travelled in a convoy of ten
buses from Damascus to Tripoli
where we boarded a cargo ship to
the Turkish port of Mersin. The
voyage lasted 12 hours. Most of
the passengers were standing all
the way because there were not
enough seats for everybody,” Rasha
told The Arab Weekly in a Skype interview.
She said she went on an overcrowded boat bound to Greece.
“Half an hour after we left, the boat
broke down. We spent six hours

in the sea until the Turkish Coast
Guard saved us. I was all the time in
the water with my son on my shoulders. But thanks God we reached
Germany after a long week. It was
hard but we have no future back in
Syria,” Rasha added.
In the meantime, institutes
teaching German language are proliferating in Damascus, since the
majority of Syrian migrants hope to
get asylum in Germany, while a few
aim for countries such as Holland,
Sweden, Norway and Belgium.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly. He has been
covering Syria since 1995.

US public divided over Syrian refugees
Percentage of
Americans who
think 10,000 Syrian
refugees is too much

20%
35%
23%
Reuters/Ipsos poll, September 16,2015

This anti-immigrant atmosphere,
coupled with the long and arduous vetting process that the United
States will subject these refugees to,
will make any movement of refugees into the United States difficult.
Kenan Rahmani, a Syrian activist,
said: “I don’t think it will happen.
Some people in the Department of
Homeland Security are saying that
the security procedures in place
for vetting are so strict it is impossible for the 10,000 to make it in the
system in a year.” Even the White
House emphasises that Obama
will not allow easing background
checks.
White House Press Secretary Josh
Earnest said, “Refugees go though
the most robust security process of
anybody who’s contemplating travel to the US.”
He added: “Refugees have to be
screened by the National Counterterrorism Center and by the FBI Terrorist Screening Center.
They go through databases that
are maintained by Department of
Homeland Security, the Department
of Defense and the intelligence

Percentage of
Americans who
think 10,000 Syrian
refugees is about
right
Percentage of
Americans who think
the United States
should take in more
than 10,000 Syrians
community. There is biographical
and biometric information that is
collected about these individuals.”
This is reminiscent of the “trainand-equip” programme that the
United States has run for the moderate opposition in Syria. That programme aimed at training more
than 5,000 Syrian fighters but, after
spending millions of dollars over
one full year of vetting, only 60
fighters were approved for the programme. And these are people who
will stay in Syria.
How many years will it take to
vet 10,000 Syrian refugees, most of
whom lack official documents and
have no access to their records?
Large numbers of Syrian refugees
are not going to make it to the land
of the “huddled masses” any time
soon. In the meantime, Omar Hossino of the Syrian American Council said, “Instead of concentrating
on letting them in, concentrate on
keeping them home by solving the
core problem.”
Amal Mudallali is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab Weekly.
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In Iraq, a fervour
for Germany
Omar Hejab

Baghdad

F

lights from Iraq to Turkey
are fully booked. There is a
shortage of backpacks. Garage sales are on the rise.
Advertisements for vacant
apartments and used cars splash
the pages of tabloids.
It is not Iraqis preparing for another war but a fervour to escape
hardships for a better life in Germany and elsewhere across Europe
gripping the country’s nearly 34
million people.
“What’s here to stay for? Explosions, violence and bloodshed?”
wondered Baghdad taxi driver Ali
Abbas, 26, who holds a bachelor’s
degree in nuclear physics.
“I stayed home for two years after graduating because there were
no jobs out there so I had to drive a
cab to fill my time and make money,” Abbas said. He was booked on
a flight to Turkey on October 4th en
route to Germany, where he may
follow his elder brother Haidar to
Sweden.
“But I’m not staying in this pithole,” Abbas said.
Iraq’s Ministry of Migration and
Displaced reported that an average
of 500 Iraqis were flying to Turkey
daily en route to Europe. On September 1st, however, the number
jumped to 1,400, the ministry said,
without elaborating.

There was an
average of 3,000
Iraqis leaving to
Turkey every day
since late August
Civil aviation authorities say,
however, there was an average of
3,000 Iraqis leaving to Turkey every
day since late August. Citing internal records, the authorities said
the bulk of the passengers identify

themselves as university graduates
and professionals going for tourism.
“But most of them don’t return
home,” an official said, insisting on
anonymity because he was not allowed to speak to the media. He
said the Iraqis are of various ethnic
and religious backgrounds, including Sunnis and Shias.

“Appropriate
solutions addressing
unemployment
among the youth
must be found
immediately to
resolve this
quandary.”
Airline officials reported that
the number of Turkey-bound daily
flights jumped from seven to 15
since early September.
The emigration has alarmed Iraq’s
predominantly Shia government,
which is anxious that the country’s
demographic balance could be disturbed. Shias are needed in army,
police and other security posts to
defend their shrines against the
threat of the Islamic State (ISIS)
militants, who adhere to a militant
Sunni doctrine that considers other
Muslims who do not follow their
line of thinking as “infidels”.
A government-sponsored campaign saw newspaper ads and television talk shows warning against
“treacherous” adventures in the
rough seas of the Mediterranean
during the autumn.
“Dear citizen, why should you
risk your life and that of your children?” beam TV warnings, showing images of drowned Iraqis and
Syrians on European shores with a
background of patriotic music.
The fervour even spread to Facebook and other social media networks where many young Iraqis
replaced their profile pictures with
a slogan that reads: “I’m Iraqi; I’m
against emigrating.”

A member of the Iraqi security forces shows his passport as he prepares to travel, at the international
airport in Najaf, south of Baghdad, in September.
The commotion drew reaction
from clergymen. Renowned preacher Abdel Mahdi al-Karbalai warned
in an Eid al-Adha sermon that “putting one’s self at risk intentionally
is against Allah’s teachings”. Influential Shia clergyman Ayatollah Ali
al-Sistani, however, issued a fatwa
sanctioning migration “as long as it
did not violate or alter the facets of
the religion”.
Lawmakers hold the government
responsible, blaming the emigration on deteriorating living conditions and rising unemployment,
estimated at 7 million across Iraq,
including 1.5 million university
graduates in Baghdad.
“The government is to blame for
this complex and serious situation,”

MP Mohammed Naji of the Iraqi National Coalition said in an interview.
“Desperate young Iraqis, faced
with sectarian violence, ISIS and
lack of jobs, are finding it increasingly attractive to leave their country looking for better opportunities
abroad,” Naji said.
“Appropriate solutions addressing unemployment among the
youth must be found immediately
to resolve this quandary.”
Iraqi researcher Salah Ghareeb
said the plight of Iraqi youth came
to the limelight when many army
and police conscripts, as well as
members of the armed popular militias, “took off their uniform and
joined other Iraqis fleeing hardships
in the country”. “There are tens of

cases of young Shia security men
deserting their posts and troubles
behind,” he said.
Hosam Eddine, 24, a corporal
who deserted his army post in the
ISIS-controlled desert of Anbar
province in early September, said
he was moved by images of German
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s passionate appeal to Western nations to
take in more refugees — a move that
opened Germany’s floodgates to
migrants. “She looked like a sweet
mother afraid for her children,”
Hosam Eddine said. He said he
has since bought waterproof backpacks for his wife and two children
in preparation for leaving to a new
home in Germany.
“Merkel, here we come,” he said.

Germany embraces migrants but worries about integration
Rayan Abdallah

vision, the potential ahead of them
is limitless.
Those opportunities outweigh
the dangers. It is true that some
are opposed to newcomers but
Germans generally respect others
so the immigrants are unlikely to
be exposed to human rights issues
they encountered in their home
countries.
If the newcomers, however, become a nuisance, Germany will not
be lenient. Deportation is in the
cards.

Berlin

W

“

e’ll do it,” Germany Chancellor Angela Merkel
promised
during a September television interview when
she tackled the question of Syrian
and Iraqi migrants.
Germany follows the United
States as one of the destinations
most coveted by migrants, whose
numbers have swelled due to rising
Middle East tensions.
It hopes, but does not expect,
that many newcomers are there to
stay. About 19% of Germany’s population is of foreign origin, with the
largest such community Turkish.
Others have recently arrived from
Poland, Romania and Bulgaria.
Germany expects the number of
Syrians and Iraqis to range between
800,000 to 1 million. The nation’s
policy of open doors to migrants is
backed by many Germans, the media and political parties.
For its part, the government
hopes their adopted home will
become a melting pot for the newcomers and that they will learn
German and become accustomed
to the country’s traditions and values. Language is a key to integration because it allows immigrants
entry into the labour market.
Before the recent spike in the
number of migrants, Germany allowed 500,000 immigrants annually to keep pace with its population

The government
hopes their adopted
home will become a
melting pot for the
newcomers

Children of a welcome class for immigrants attend a German lesson in Berlin, Germany,
in September.
growth. Processing and integrating
migrants is a top priority for the
state as it eyes the future — a view
shared by most political parties.
Currently, Merkel enjoys support
for her plans.
Recently, Germany allocated $1.7
billion for the initial phase of inte-

grating the newcomers in the country’s 16 provinces. All chipped in to
help. Germany’s rail network has
shouldered the task of transporting
the arrivals as the German people
welcomed them. Thousands volunteered to assist.
Beyond the hospitality, there are

fears the newcomers would bring
with them some of the problems
that forced them to flee their native
countries. But Germany is unique
in terms of the considerable opportunities it offers to migrants.
If the new arrivals adhere to the
country’s values and have the right

Arab states have taken the burden of hosting Syrian refugees.
Lebanon has taken in 1.1 million,
26% of its population.
Jordan has 610,000 (9.8% of its
population), while Turkey totals 1.6
million refugees (2.4% of its population). Another 220,000 are in Iraq
and 140,000 headed for Egypt.
The young Syrians escaping
hardships at home are capable of
building a bright future with political and economic security in Germany. They can do so in a country
that gives women full rights and
individuals full freedom.
Rayan Abdullah is a founding
dean of the German University in
Cairo. Currently, he serves as the
Academic Dean at the Academy of
Visual Arts in Leipzig, Germany.
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Libyan dialogue risks deadlock
Michel Cousins

Tunis

I

t has been a year since UN Special Envoy Bernardino Leon
began his efforts to mediate a
peace deal in Libya. On September 29, 2014, he and members of the Libyan House of Representatives met on the border with
Algeria and Tunisia and called for
a ceasefire throughout the country.
Dialogue, they declared, was the
only way forward. It was a “great
day for Libya”, Leon said.
Since then, there have been
meetings of what became the Libya
dialogue — in Geneva, Skhirat in
Morocco, Brussels, Algiers, Cairo,
Berlin, Istanbul and Tunis — with
Leon ever optimistic that a deal was
in sight. Delegates recently travelled to New York for a supposedly
final meeting at the United Nations
to approve a draft peace agreement
setting up a government of national
unity, a ceasefire and the removal
of militias from the capital Tripoli.
But also in New York, the president of Libya’s internationally recognised House of Representatives
(HoR), Ageela Salah Gwaider, told
the UN General Assembly that the
negotiations could drag on beyond
October 20th, the deadline set by
Leon for everything to be agreed
and implemented.
There have been numerous deadlines from Leon for the peace deal,
none of which have been met. The
October 20th date is important because under the 2011 Constitutional
Declaration, which serves as Libya’s
constitution, it is the last day of the
HoR’s mandate.
The HoR has the power to amend
the Constitutional Declaration and
dialogue negotiations have proposed precisely that so it can continue in office for up to two more
years while the Constitutional
Drafting Assembly in Beida comes
up with a permanent state charter.
Ageela Salah was told by UN of-

ficials, from Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon on down, and other
international political leaders that
the October 20th deadline had to
be kept. They are said to have included US President Barack Obama,
who told the General Assembly that
more should have been done by the
West to help Libya after the revolution.
But Ageela Salah’s warning about
the date is real enough. There is bitter opposition in Tripoli to any deal,
especially among militia leaders,
the real masters of the city. They
have strong support within the rival administration in Tripoli, the
General National Congress (GNC).
A workshop on the dialogue, organised by the GNC, again showed the
extent of that opposition.
Although the GNC negotiators
had headed to New York with the
body’s blessing, many members
declared that there could be no
agreement that did not recognise
the November 2014 Supreme Court
ruling, which, in their view, abolished the HoR and handed power
back to the GNC. It is reported that
the majority of those regularly attending GNC sessions are opposed
to the dialogue. They also insisted
that Khalifa Haftar, the head of the
Libyan armed forces, had to go as
part of any deal.
Haftar is among those opposed to
the deal in the east of the country.
He wants a military council headed
by him to run the country. He has
his supporters in the HoR who are
talking about amending the Constitutional Declaration and creating
such a council for the post-October
20th period.
That appears unlikely at present,
however, for various reasons. The
HoR was furious when Leon agreed
to amend the dialogue agreement
in line with GNC demands, calling
back its delegates to Tobruk and
effectively suspending its involvement in the talks. However, on September 28th, in what is being seen
as a positive move, it agreed to rejoin the process.

The president of Libya’s internationally recognised House of Representatives (HoR), Ageela Salah
Gwaider, during the United Nations General Assembly at the UN Headquarters in New York, on
September 29th.
Moreover, although Haftar has
his supporters in the Tobruk parliament, many are aware that he is
unacceptable to many key Libyan
players, not just in the west of the
country but in the small regular
armed forces.
His successes in Benghazi, too,
appear questionable. In the 16
months since he launched Operation Dignity to retake it from Ansar al-Sharia and its allies, fighting
has devastated areas of the city.
But Ansar al-Sharia still has not
been dislodged from Leithi, Sabri,
Hawari and Gwarsha districts and
promises of Benghazi’s liberation
have turned out to be as repetitive
but as elusive as those from Leon
about the dialogue’s completion.

Nor has Haftar managed to achieve
anything in the war against the Islamic State (ISIS). It was the proal-Qaeda mujahideen in Derna that
threw ISIS out of the town, not the
Libyan army.
On the other hand, even his detractors in the east say that to get
rid of him at this point to help the
dialogue process and satisfy those
in Tripoli opposed to him would be
disastrous.
They claim that the fight against
Ansar al-Sharia and ISIS in Benghazi would collapse overnight and
that the Islamists would then take
it over.
The idea that the October 20th
deadline could pass without the
dialogue reaching a conclusion fills

UN officials and foreign governments that have been pushing for
a deal with dread. Privately, Western diplomats accredited to Libya
fear momentum is being lost. If
the deadline passes, they say negotiations could drag on interminably while whatever changes the
HoR makes to the Constitutional
Declaration are likely to lead to international deadlock. Some countries, such as Egypt, Jordan and the
United Arab Emirates, might recognise them but others, notably in the
West, may not. Meanwhile, the only
group likely to gain would be ISIS.
Michel Cousins is the
editor-in-chief of the Libya
Herald.

The end of an era in Algeria
View poi nt

Rachid
Tlemçani

A

lgeria holds a
distinctive position
in the Middle East
and North Africa.
Largely due to its
historic experience,
Algeria’s military has always
played a dominant role in politics.
The rioting of October 1988,
which some view as a precursor to
the “Arab spring”, led initially to
liberal reforms but ultimately to
civil war between security forces
and armed Islamic groups
throughout the 1990s. The army
emerged as the only effective
powerbroker in a political
landscape dominated by weak
and competing factions.
Despite turnovers in presidential and parliamentary elections,
Algeria remains steadfastly under
the control of the military, which
is unwilling to cede full power to a
civilian government.
On September 13th, the ailing
president, Abdelaziz Bouteflika,
who is serving a fourth term in
office, removed his powerful
intelligence chief in a shake-up of
the security forces that surprised
Algerians. General Mohamed
Mediene was head of the Algerian
secret services, the Intelligence

Algeria, like other Arab
states, needs a new
concept of security to face
new challenges

and Security Department (DRS),
from 1990-2015 throughout the
security crisis that characterised
the period. Nicknamed “Toufik”,
he has been described as the
world’s longest-serving “intelligence chief”.
Mediene created a myth around
himself. Little is known about
him. Nobody knows his birthday
or birthplace. His photograph was
published for the first time in a
local newspaper only after his
removal.
On the eve of independence in
1962, Mediene was sent to study
at a KGB school in the Soviet
Union. Over time he became a
feared figure, as he built the DRS
into an immensely powerful
institution, a state within a state
that directed Algeria’s fight
against militant Islamists.
Mediene supported Bouteflika
in the 1999 election, which could
have ushered in an irreversible
democratic process if the military
had not corrupted it. Mediene
then became Algeria’s undisputed
strong man after the 2004
presidential election and the
unexpected dismissal of army
chief Mohamed Lamari.
Mediene amassed immense
power allegedly through collecting information and blackmailing
politicians, other public servants
and business people. People in
high positions in government or
public firms had to pledge
allegiance and commitment to the
DRS. Mediene wished to be called
Rab al-Djazair — the “God of
Algeria”.
Mediene’s dismissal came just a
few weeks after the arrest of

A sea of questions. Members of the Algerian
Republican Guards and a security official
stand guard at Martyr’s Shrine in the Algerian
capital, Algiers.
another former intelligence chief,
Abdelkader Ait-Ouarabi, and the
removal of several other intelligence officials.
These steps in the reorganisation of DRS are seen in Algeria as
the fulfilment of Bouteflika’s
long-stated aim to exert civilian
control over the powerful security
apparatus.
Since rising to prominence,
Bouteflika has been trying to turn
the Algerian regime into a “civilian state”, as opposed to a
“DRS-state”, despite DRS co-opting him four times.
In an interview in February
2014, Amar Saadani, the ruling
party’s secretary-general and a
close ally of Bouteflika, boldly
demanded Mediene’s resignation
and the DRS’s removal from

The civil
state that
Bouteflika
strives to
establish
remains
essentially
a security
state

politics. On the eve of the April
2014 election, a battle raged
between the president’s office
and the DRS. Bouteflika had not
succeeded in promoting his
youngest brother, Said, to
prominence. He secured a fourth
term although he was virtually
unable to speak and act during the
presidential campaign.
The civil state that Bouteflika
strives to establish remains
essentially a security state.
Military expenditure has steadily
increased since Bouteflika took
power, reaching $12.3 billion in
2014. Military and security
spending accounted for 32% of
the national budget in 2015, twice
the expenditure allocated to the
development of human capital
and knowledge.
Algeria is the largest military
spender in Africa. Increased
terrorist threats from Islamist
groups in North Africa and the
Sahel, an arms race with Morocco
and the ongoing modernisation of
the armed forces are factors
driving military expenditure and
militarisation of political life.
Algeria, like other Arab states,
needs a new concept of security
to face new challenges, local and
regional. A profound and radical
security reform is more urgently
needed than the purchase of
sophisticated military technology. Reform should enhance
horizontal security — security for
the entire society — and not the
vertical security of elites.
Rachid Tlemçani teaches
international and comparative
politics in Algiers.
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Christian minority squeezed in south-eastern Anatolia

Afternoon prayer at Arkah village church.

Susanne Gusten

Midyat, Turkey

D

ressed in a black coat
and hat despite the heat,
a priest strolled through
the Syriac village of
Arkah in south-eastern
Turkey on a recent afternoon, on
his way to the village church to ring
the bell for evening prayers. Children emerged from houses shuttered against the heat to play in the
lengthening shadows, while neighbours leaned on fences to gossip.
In one home, preparations were
under way for a house-warming
party with aunts and nieces clanging pots in the kitchen while uncles
and nephews arranged tables on
the terrace overlooking the slopes
of Mount Bagok.
“We have been looking forward
to this day for years,” said Indravos Turgay, one of five brothers
who live across Germany and have
all pitched in to rebuild the family
home in their ancestral village.
A shadow fell over the celebrations when the village leader was
summoned by the Turkish military and informed that Arkah and
the surrounding Syriac villages on
Mount Bagok had been declared a
special security zone. The people
on the terrace of the Turgay home
cast anxious glances at the oak
scrub covering the mountain slope
where Kurdish rebel fighters are ensconced.

For Turkey, the risk
of losing this ancient
culture and people
from its ethnic
mosaic forever is
imminent
“If only we could have some
peace around here,” sighed one of
the nieces, a beautician from the
German town of Giessen spending
the summer in Arkah.
It is the eternal sigh of the Syriacs, an ancient Christian minority
that is on the brink of extinction
in its homeland of Tur Abdin. A
Mesopotamian people, the Syriacs
are thought to be one of the world’s
first civilisations to adopt Christi-

anity and still speak Aramaic, the
language of Jesus.
They were largely pushed out of
the region in the 20th century but
recently began returning from European exile to reclaim their heritage. Now, they once again face losing everything, this time to fighting
between Kurdish rebels and Turkish security forces. The battleground is the Syriacs’ ancestral
land, straddling the modern Turkish provinces of Mardin and Sirnak.
In Sederi, a Syriac village not
far from Arkah, an elderly farmer
stood with tears in his eyes as he
surveyed the charred remains of his
crops and vineyards. A fire set off
by an attack by Kurdistan Workers’
Party (PKK) rebels on a nearby telecommunications mast had swept
through fields near the half dozen
Syriac villages on Mount Bagok that
make up the last contiguous tract of
Syriac land in Turkey.
“Our fields, our fruit orchards,
even the hay to feed our livestock
— everything is gone,” said the
farmer, Hanne Akbaba. “And
now we’ve been notified by
the military that we may not
leave our village anymore…
Are we to starve to death
here?”
Akbaba is one of many
Syriacs who returned to
Turkey from a safe and
comfortable exile in Europe in recent years to
rebuild homes in Tur Abdin. “Did they not ask us
to come back?” he asked,
his head in his hands.
This is not the first
time Sederi has been
consumed by fire: Battered by war between
the PKK and Turkey,
the village was evacuated in the 1990s. Akbaba fled to Germany,
where he worked in
a factory for 15 years.
Thousands of Syriacs
took the same route.
Today, about 100,000
Syriacs from Turkey live
in Germany, 80,000 in
Sweden and 20,000 in Switzerland. Only 2,000 to 3,000
remain in Tur Abdin.
But after 2000, Turkey began
to call on Syriacs to return home
and many responded. Turkish of-

ficials promised safety and support for reconstruction of Syriac
villages and the Kurdish movement
offered similar assurances. Jailed
PKK leader Abdullah Ocalan called
on Syriacs to return. The Kurdish
Peoples’ Democratic Party (HDP)
championed Syriac parliamentary
candidates.
Akbaba was among the first to
return, investing his savings as well
as those of his brothers in rebuilding the family farm. Hundreds fol-

Portrait of Mor Timotheos
Samuel Aktaş, Metropolitan of
Turabdin Archdiocese.

lowed and returned from Europe to
resettle their villages, while thousands more, like the Turgay family, travelled to spend the summer
months in their old homeland. Returning Syriacs have founded factories producing wine, published
the first Aramaic newspaper in the
history of the Turkish Republic and
brought new hope and vibrancy to
an ancient culture.
But it has all come to nothing
within a few short weeks, as the
breakdown of the peace process between Turkey and the PKK fuels an
explosion of violence in the region.
For Turkey, the risk of losing this
ancient culture and people from its
ethnic mosaic forever is imminent,
as the return movement of Syriacs
from Germany, Sweden and Switzerland comes to a screeching halt
and local Syriacs renew their European visas in order to leave.
“This is a catastrophe for us,”
Akbaba’s son Malke said about the
rapid escalation of violence between Kurdish rebels and Turkish
armed forces. “Most people have
already left our village. If this continues, the military will evacuate
Sederi again because we are right
in the mountainous combat area.”
Bombings, shootings and landmine blasts are almost daily occurrences again in Tur Abdin
where dozens of soldiers, policemen, rebels and civilians have
been killed in recent weeks.
The Syriacs are caught between
PKK fighters and Turkish security forces once again.
A military checkpoint between Kafro, a Syriac village
rebuilt by re-settlers from Germany and Switzerland, and
Arkah marks the boundary
to the special security zone
on Mount Bagok, where the
inhabitants fear an imminent
operation against the PKK. Far
from keeping the Syriacs out
of harm’s way as pledged, the
PKK has established a “martyr’s cemetery” on Mount
Bagok, thus taking its war
against Turkey onto the last
intact piece of Syriac land and
drawing fire down onto the distraught Christians there.
“We are being pulverised between the fronts again just like
in the ’90s,” said Bedros Demir, a
Syriac from Kafro, who returned to

the village from Switzerland nine
years ago after having fled it in the
1990s.
Anxiety among the Syriacs of Tur
Abdin is compounded by the threat
of the Islamic State (ISIS) just across
the border in Syria and Iraq. From
some Syriac monasteries in Tur Abdin, it is possible on a clear day to
see Mount Sinjar in Iraq where the
Christian population was slaughtered by the extremists in 2014.

A Mesopotamian
people, the Syriacs
are thought to be
one of the world’s
first civilisations to
adopt Christianity
and still speak
Aramaic
In Tur Abdin, most of the newly
restored houses in the Syriac villages now stand empty and shuttered, their inhabitants having fled
back to Europe. In the market town
of Midyat, the heart of Tur Abdin,
the Christian quarter is eerily quiet,
though it should be flooded by visiting Syriacs at this time of year.
If the violence in south-eastern
Anatolia continues, other Syriacs
will have no choice but to follow
suit, said Yuhanna Aktas, president
of the Syriac Unity Association in
Midyat. Their lovingly restored
houses will fall into disrepair and
decay, their villages will be looted,
and their renovated churches used
for stables once again by Kurdish
shepherds.
In Kafro, Aziz Demir expressed
similar fears. “The way things are
going, no Syriacs will return here
anymore,” he said. “But if the Syriacs have to relinquish their homeland, it will be a shame not only for
Turkey, but for the whole world.”
Susanne Gusten has been
reporting from Turkey for
international media for two
decades and is the author of a book
on the country. Recently she has
focused on the Syriac minority of
Turkey in her research as IPCMercator Fellow at the Istanbul
Policy Center. She was born in
Germany, raised in Nigeria, Liberia,
and Côte d’Ivoire, and educated in
the United States.
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Rohani deal with IRGC
could torpedo nuclear
agreement
Ali Alfoneh

Washington

I

ranian President Hassan Rohani’s diplomacy and the landmark nuclear bargain may have
reduced the gaps between Tehran and the global powers, but
the agreement is widening differences between the political elites
in the Islamic Republic, a development that could imperil the deal.
While Rohani and his government
of technocrats, with public support,
are trying to use the nuclear deal to
reintegrate Iran into the global economy, the officer corps of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC)
has been systematically striving to
undermine the agreement.
As always, the Iranian supreme
leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
who needs the technocrats as well
as the IRGC to ensure the survival
of his clerical regime, oscillates between the two power centres, extending support to both.
In the face of growing opposition
from the IRGC, and Khamenei’s vacillation, Rohani has chosen a risky
tactic to secure the nuclear agreement signed in Vienna. He is trying
to bribe the IRGC not to resist the
deal under which Tehran agreed to
curtail its contentious nuclear programme in return for the lifting of
international sanctions that crippled Iran’s economy.
But Rohani does not seem to realise that the IRGC will accept the
bribe and continue resistance to

the deal. This undermines Rohani’s
authority and threatens Iran’s longterm commitment to the Vienna
agreement. Rohani’s latest attempt
to bribe the Guards was delivered
during his September 15th address
to the IRGC’s top leadership. He
boasted of the “revolutionary deed”
of “breaking the unjust sanctions
regime” and emphasised the need
for unity and solidarity among all
institutions of the Islamic regime.
Then he said the IRGC, the paramilitary Basij organisation it controls, the regular army and the law
enforcement agencies “must help
the government and the people in
production, development and economic growth”.

Rohani does not
seem to have
learned from
Rafsanjani’s error
Rohani’s message to the Guards
was clear: The nuclear deal removes
the international sanctions regime,
after which money will flow into
Iran’s economy. Provided the IRGC
does not oppose the deal, a substantial portion of those funds will find
its way to its vast business conglomerate.
This marks a change in tactics by
Rohani, who had earlier criticised
the IRGC’s economic activities.
Ever since Rohani took over the
presidency in 2013, he has gone out
of his way to bring down the IRGC’s
business empire, going as far as
publicly saying: “If the same insti-

tution has access to arms, money,
mass media and the like, the heads
of that institution will be corrupt,
even if they are as pious as the companions of the Prophet!”
Under the arcane rules of power
politics in the Islamic Republic, Rohani could not have delivered his
latest speech to the IRGC leadership
without having first consulted them
— and the Guards seem to have accepted the bribe.
This could have significant consequences for the balance of power in Iran: Increased funding for
the Guards’ economic empire also
means increased ability to acquire
more clients — and political control — among the country’s political
elites. This has the effect of further
undermining Rohani, his cabinet of
technocrats and his cronies in the
bazaar, the wealthy merchant class
that wields substantial influence.
It should be remembered that Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s Islamic
revolution against Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in 1979 was essentially won when the bazaar merchants turned their backs on the
Peacock Throne.
Worse, the IRGC, which is not
likely to endorse the nuclear deal in
public, will most likely oppose the
agreement at some point, even after
it has been officially accepted by the
government and possibly ratified by
parliament. This puts the durability
of the nuclear deal in deep jeopardy.
Rohani seems to be making the
same mistake that his predecessor,
Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, made
during his 1989-97 term as presi-

Smooth talk. Iranian President Hassan Rohani shaking hands with
the commander of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps’ Quds
Force, General Qassem Suleimani, in Tehran, on September 15th.
dent. After the 1980-88 war with
Iraq, Rafsanjani sought to bribe the
IRGC to stay out of politics by putting it in charge of all major postwar reconstruction projects. The
IRGC used this opportunity to establish a far-flung business empire,
which embraces major construction
contracts, industrials, oil and gas
and airlines.
It has utilised this economic
might to dominate Iranian politics,
culminating with the presidency of
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, a former
IRGC officer and Rohani’s hard-line
predecessor, in 2005-13.
Rohani does not seem to have
learned from Rafsanjani’s error. Ea-

ger to see the success of the nuclear
agreement, Rohani has readily surrendered the potential economic
benefits from the nuclear agreement to the very institution that is
the greatest opponent of the deal
and his government.
As the saying goes, those who do
not learn from history are doomed
to repeat it, and Rohani and his cabinet may soon pay the price for this
mistake.
Ali Alfoneh is a specialist on Iran
and the Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps. He is a senior fellow
at the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies in Washington.

Poll reflects opinion shifts in Iran after deal
Gareth Smyth

London

P

olling in Iran is often unreliable but a generally unreported poll in August came
up with interesting material about public opinion
on the July 14th nuclear agreement
and its likely effect on factional
struggles as parliamentary elections
approach.
Three-out-of-four of Iranian poll
participants said they support Tehran’s deal with world powers, the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action,
according to a survey by Torontobased IranPoll for the University of
Maryland*. Fully 74.8% of respondents said their opinion of Iranian
President Hassan Rohani improved
due to the agreement, giving him an
approval rating of 88%, with 61% expressing a “very favourable view”.
Those saying economic conditions are improving increased from
49.3% in May to 57.4%. Overall,
therefore, it is not surprising that
61.1% say they want next February’s parliamentary elections to give
a majority to supporters of Rohani,
up from 49.8% in May. Those preferring a majority of the president’s
“critics” have dropped from 24.4%
to 21.9%.
How voters in the country identify supporters and critics in February — Iran has no real party system
— may depend on lists formed for
the election but Rohani’s popularity surely increases the chances that
Speaker of Parliament Ali Larijani
will seek an electoral arrangement
with the president.
Even the poll’s bad news for Rohani is hardly devastating. While the
vast majority (84.6%) of respondents said it was “very important” for
Iran to continue developing its nuclear programme, the government
argues this will be possible under

the agreement. There may be more
leeway for opponents of the agreement in the finding that 60% of
those asked said the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) cannot inspect military sites, whereas
IAEA inspectors in September visited Parchin, where the agency has
long sought access to investigate allegations of past weapons research.
But these matters are unlikely to
distract voters’ attention too much
from the economy. A finding with
more potential to hurt Rohani is
that 44% of respondents said they

expect sanctions to be lifted at the
same time Iran introduces most of
the restrictions it has agreed to; 32%
even said they will be lifted before
then.
The reality is the most damaging
sanctions will be lifted only after
the IAEA has verified Iran’s compliance on nuclear inspections, which
could be as late as April 2016 — after
the elections. On the other hand,
the poll does little to suggest fertile ground for key fundamentalist
policies. Even though only 31.2% of
Iranians asked stated a favourable

Iranian street. Shoppers at the main bazaar in the capital, Tehran,
on September 16, 2015.

view of the United States (up from
28.3% in May) and 52.3% view the
United States “very unfavourably”
(down from 53.2% in May), 79.1%
said Iran and the United States
“should strive to mitigate” their differences, a huge increase from 46%
in July 2014.
Interestingly, on the threat from
the Islamic State (ISIS), 59.5% signaled support for Iran and the United States “collaborating”, up from
48% in July 2014.
As far as the fundamentalists’
arguments for a “resistance economy”, public opinion seems to be
moving against them after the nuclear deal. In July, a majority (53%)
supported “economic self-sufficiency” as opposed to a minority (43%)
supporting “increasing trade with
other countries”.
The two, of course, are not incompatible but by the August poll the
balance has reversed, with 49.7%
backing increased trade and 47.6%
backing self-sufficiency.
The economy has long been central to voter’s concerns. Rohani’s
breakthrough in the 2013 presidential campaign was to link the nuclear issue with the economy with
his careful criticism of the conduct
of nuclear diplomacy under the
previous president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Rohani’s government has tightened fiscal management, helping
reduce inflation from 40% in 2013
to 14%. After the economy shrank
during Ahmadinejad’s final year in
office, growth is predicted at 2.3%
in 2015, 6.1% in 2016 and 6% in 2017
by the London-based Economist
Intelligence Unit. Unemployment
remains a long-term challenge but
was down from 11.5% in the first
quarter of 2015 to 10.8% in the second quarter.
In the face of such improvement,
the fundamentalists lack a convincing counter-narrative. Their best
bet may be to drop criticisms of the

nuclear agreement, stop talking
about a “resistance economy” and
start demanding a redistribution of
wealth. After all, it was a demand
for egalitarianism that put Ahmadinejad into office in 2005, when
he overcame pragmatic conservative Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani and
two reformists.

74.8%

of respondents said
their opinion of
Iranian President
Hassan Rohani
improved due to the
agreement
Interestingly, IranPoll found Ahmadinejad with a favourable rating
of 61%, albeit down from 67% in
July 2014. The lack of another fundamentalist with his appeal was
highlighted by 23.1% of respondents
saying they did not even recognise
the name of Saeed Jalili, the former
nuclear negotiator and defeated
2013 presidential candidate.
Given Ahmadinejad’s continued
standing, it is tempting to wonder
whether his chosen heir, Esfandiar
Rahim Mashaei, might now be president had he not been barred by the
watchdog Guardian Council from
the 2013 presidential election. But
as Rohani moves on, that possibility
heads for the “what ifs”’ of history.
*The poll of 1,000 Iranians was
conducted August 8th-18th by telephone. The data have a margin of
error of plus or minus 3.2 percentage points.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20 years and
was chief correspondent for the
Financial Times in Iran
from 2003-07.
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Mideast Christians
ask US Congress
to designate ISIS
‘agent of genocide’
Rasha Elass

Washington

E

motions ran high at a
Washington event over an
appeal to protect Christians in the Middle East,
as campaign organisers
pushed for a US congressional resolution to designate the Islamic State
(ISIS) “an agent of genocide” and
called on the United States to take
immediate steps to create a safe haven in Iraq.
Organised by the newly formed
group In Defense of Christianity
(IDC), which includes Orthodox,
Catholic and Protestant Christian
churches from the East and the
West, the three-day convention in
early September attracted dozens
of US congressmen, who spoke in
support of the proposal.

Christians in the
Middle East have
seen their numbers
dwindle
substantially in the
past few decades
The resolution calls on Congress
to designate the actions of the Islamic State (ISIS) as genocide and
crimes against humanity and subsequently pursue and prosecute
those responsible.
The move comes on the heels of
Pope Francis calling for churches to
take in displaced people fleeing war
in Syria and elsewhere
Among the attendees at the

Washington conference were residents from the Iraqi province of
Nineveh who pushed for immediate help for devastated communities in Iraq.
“For the first time in history, the
communities of Nineveh no longer
live there. They’ve been pushed
out. I speak of the Christians and
Yazidis,” said Anwar Hadaya, a
council member of Nineveh governorate. He flew from Iraq to attend the event and spoke in Arabic
through an interpreter.
Hadaya joined his compatriots in
blaming the United States and its
allies for what he called a precipitous withdrawal from Iraq that left
minorities unprotected under an
increasingly corrupt and sectarian
Iraqi government.
“Starting in 2003, the genocide
began. Who is responsible for this?
Definitely the Iraqi government
for failing to support the people of
Iraq, especially minorities,” he said.
“Sure, the US wanted to end the
occupation but the responsibility
remains with the US and its allies…
and frankly, if we only depend on
the government of Iraq, we have no
reason for optimism.”
Nahren Anweya, an AssyrianAmerican activist who supports
the formation of an internationally
protected safe haven in Nineveh,
concurred. She said the population in Mosul, Nineveh’s capital,
had dwindled from 4 million to
200,000 due to ISIS violence and
occupation.
“Where’s the British government,
which was also involved in Iraq? We
need to encourage the US to come
back to Iraq to be there for a long

Attendance at the In Defense of Christianity (IDC) conference.
time. Both the Democrats and Republicans have guilt. This is a bipartisan cause,” she said.
Anweya echoed a sentiment
common among attendees that the
United States should return to Iraq
and conduct military operations to
expel ISIS from Nineveh and create
a safe haven for the region’s indigenous population to return.
“It’s possible to liberate Nineveh,
and once that’s done the area can
host more than a million people,”
said Hadaya.
Christians in the Middle East
have seen their numbers dwindle
substantially in the past few decades. According to IDC, in 1914
about 20% of people in the Middle
East were Christians. By 2014, their
numbers had fallen to 5%. Twothirds of the 1.5 million Christians
then living in Iraq fled following the
2003 fall of Saddam Hussein.
The civil war in Syria combined
with the spread of ISIS has devastated communities of all sects, in-

cluding Sunni Muslims, but minorities especially have borne the brunt
of displacement and persecution.
At an event sponsored by the
French Embassy in Washington,
IDC screened a documentary by Los
Angeles-based Syrian filmmaker
Sargon Saadi featuring Yazidis and
Christians driven out of Nineveh by
ISIS, which killed hundreds of the
men and abducted women and children. Many of the abducted were
seen in slave auctions featured by
ISIS in footage posted online and in
the group’s propaganda magazine.
“Have we become the laughing
stock of the world? They [ISIS] were
making fun of the Yazidi girls they
kidnapped. Are we a big joke now?
No one cares about us,” a distraught
woman tells the camera.
Some US lawmakers expressed
surprise that it had taken this long
for Christians of the Middle East to
organise and present a unified front
to US President Barack Obama’s administration.

“I’ve served in Congress for two
decades and this is the first time I
see a group specifically for Christians,” said John Mica, a Republican
from Florida.
But there was no shortage of urgency among the organisers, as
some attendees cried and others
lamented the friends and family
members they have lost.
“I promise you, when they’re
done with us there, they will come
for the rest of the world,” said Anweya referring to ISIS.
The atmosphere of unity was
marred when keynote speaker Senator Ted Cruz, R-Texas and a candidate for president, praised Israel
as a defender of Christian communities in the Middle East. Many in
audience, which included Palestinian Christians, booed and heckled
Cruz.
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Will the pope’s US visit prove transformational for Syria?
ity of respondents, 84%, said they
appreciate his concern for the poor;
68% stated approval of his position
on the environment; and 60% supported his position on immigration
issues.

Amal Mudallali

Washington

T

“

he most popular man
in the world,” as US
Vice-President
Joe
Biden called Pope
Francis, took a message to Washington that some
might consider alien to the city of
cut-throat politics and immense
power, real and imagined.
The pope arrived from Cuba,
where he told people in Havana’s
Great Cathedral to “embrace poverty and mercy”. He was received
by US President Barack Obama,
whom the pope had persuaded to
open relations with Cuba in 2014.
On welcoming Francis to the White
House, Obama thanked him for his
“valuable support of our new beginning with the Cuban people”.
At the White House ceremony,
which was attended by 15,000 people, Francis spoke about immigration as a “son of immigrants”, of
freedom being one of “America’s
most precious possessions” and
the urgency of addressing climate
change, which, he said, “can no
longer be left to a future generation”. The pope also spoke of the
poor and the marginalised and the
importance of mercy.
These concerns occupied the
leaders when they met one-on-one
in the Oval Office. Some in Washington hoped that Francis might
convince Obama to take more historic steps, as the two are not far
apart when it comes to issues of
war and peace.
Indeed, the pope and Obama
have very similar world views.
They both see themselves, and are
seen by others, as transformational

The Vatican
understandably is
especially
concerned about the
fate of Christians in
Syria and Iraq

Pope Francis in the middle of an imam and a rabbi during a
multi-religious service at the September 11 Memorial Museum in
New York, on September 25th.
figures. Obama shares with Francis a sense of justice and concern
about inequality, poverty and climate change.
However, they differ on other issues, from same-sex marriage to
abortion. An unnamed Vatican official raised objections when the
White House invited to the welcoming ceremony a transgender
activist, the first gay Episcopal
bishop and a nun who criticises
church policy on abortion and eu-

thanasia. Although later an official,
also unnamed, said it would be the
White House — not the pope — that
would be embarrassed if the visit
was politicised.
By focusing on issues that touch
the lives of people around the
world, Francis has become extremely popular. A poll published
ahead of his visit indicated that US
Catholics overwhelmingly approve
the direction in which the pope is
leading the church. A huge major-

But it was on the issue of war
that the Nobel Peace Prize-winner
Obama and the pope had the most
interesting conversation. The president gave it away in his remarks
when he thanked Francis for his
“passionate voice against the deadly conflicts that ravage the lives of
so many men, women and children
and our call for nations to resist
the sirens of war and resolve disputes through diplomacy”. Obama
seemed in sync with the pope on
immigration when he spoke of
“welcoming the stranger with empathy and a true open heart”.
Pope Francis carried his message to Congress, where he made
a plea for unity and cooperation
and invoked the “Golden Rule” —
“Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you.” In his address
before the United Nations on September 26th, the pope focused on
poverty, political inclusion and
peace but most prominently on
protecting the environment.
The most moving event of the
pope’s New York visit was at the
site of the 9/11 terrorist attack,
where he met with families of the
victims and prayed with representatives of different religions, including a Muslim imam and Jewish

rabbi.
Francis who, as the New York
Times quipped, “has no army or
to update a cliché no carrier-busting missiles and relatively few US
Treasury bonds in his portfolio”,
has shown toughness people expected from the leader of the free
world on issues such as Syria and
Iraq.
In 2014, he made a historic decision for the Vatican by calling
for Western military intervention
against the Islamic State (ISIS). The
pope considered the use of force
“legitimate to stop an unjust aggressor”.
He emphasised that force should
be used only through the United
Nations. The Vatican’s representative in Geneva, Archbishop Silvano
Tomasi, went further, saying “we
have to stop this kind of genocide”.
The Vatican understandably is
especially concerned about the fate
of Christians in Syria and Iraq. Pope
Francis has declared 2015 “the Year
of Mercy”.
Francis may, in fact, be Syria’s
best hope, if it is revealed one day
that he convinced Obama to take
action and stop the carnage. The issue is greater than simply the fate
of the Christians in the Middle East.
It is now an immigration and security crisis for Europe. The pope
has called on Europe’s Catholic
churches to shelter refugees and
to set an example of mercy. He also
voiced concern over the danger of
ISIS terrorists infiltrating Europe
through the refugee influx.
The Syrian conflict and the refugee problem were no doubt central
to the private conversation between Francis and Obama. Hopefully, “Year of Mercy” for Syria and
the Middle East will be more than
a slogan.
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Chinese finance Jordan’s first oil shale power plant
Raied T. Shuqum

Amman

J

ordan secured $1.7 billion
in Chinese loans to build
the country’s first shale oilfuelled power plant to ease
the burden power consumption places on the Jordan’s squeezed
economy, according to a partner in
the project.
The Chinese loans came after
Jordan had tried to work with unspecified regional and international
governments and lending firms,
Mohammad Maaitah, project partner of Attarat Power Company
(APCO), said.
The secured loan came against
the backdrop of environmentalists’
warning that shale dust could cause
pulmonary diseases in humans.
Jordan, a country barren of natural resources and heavily dependent on donations and remittances
by Jordanian expatriates to keep its
fragile economy afloat, imports 97%
of its energy needs.
Jordan’s energy bill recently hit
unprecedented levels due to the
influx of refugees fleeing Syria’s
civil war and a suspension, due to
pipeline sabotage, of gas deliveries
from Egypt, which forced Jordan
to switch to petroleum to generate
electricity. Other reasons included
an increase in demand and rising oil
prices in 2011-13.
Subsequently, Jordan’s budget
deficit reached a record $30 billion,
undermining government efforts to
ease foreign debt and post acceptable growth rates. Amman tightened
spending and rationed electricity
on highways outside main cities to
avoid cuts to households.
The government also embraced
alternative energy, setting up solar
plants and windmills, and mapped
out plans to introduce energy from
nuclear plants within a few years.
The state offered tax and customs
incentives to citizens who replace

A rig site engineer handling the drilling pipe.
fuel-driven vehicles with electric
models.
One of Jordan’s main projects is
to utilise oil shale combustion in its
first shale oil-fuelled power plant.

Jordan secured $1.7
billion in Chinese
loans to build the
country’s first shale
oil-fuelled power
plant
Maaitah said negotiations were
tough, as many international and
regional financing entities did not
show interest in financing the oil
shale project. “But finally, we secured the financing from Chinese
banks and we’ll go ahead with our

project,” he said.
He said APCO signed a memorandum of understanding with the
Bank of China and the Industrial
and Commercial Bank of China for
the $1.7 billion loan to finance the
oil shale power plant.
The signing followed a September tour of China by Jordan’s King
Abdullah II, who invited Chinese
business leaders and politicians to
invest in his country.
The oil shale loan is guaranteed
by the China Export and Credit
Corporation, Maaitah noted. He
said the deadline to secure financing for the 470-megawatt plant was
October 1st. The project is likely to
create 3,000 direct jobs during the
construction phase and 700 jobs for
ongoing operations, he said.

According to a 2014 agreement
with the Jordanian government, the
APCO plant should be operational
in the second half of 2018 and is expected to slash the country’s energy
bill by $500 million annually as the
electricity it will produce will be
bought at half the current price.
“The other partners in the project
are expected to secure the rest of
the money needed for the $2.2 billion plant in about a month’s time,”
Maaitah said. “If we do not start
construction on the project in early
2016, we will not be able to complete the plant on time.”
The facility is expected to utilise Jordan’s reserves of oil shale.
According to the World Energy
Council, Jordan has the fifth largest oil shale resource in the world,

estimated at 40 billion-70 billion
tonnes. Geological surveys indicate
that the existing deposits underlie
more than 60-70% of the kingdom’s
territory in 26 known localities.
Humans have used oil shale as a
fuel since prehistoric times because
it generally burns without any processing.
An official at Jordan’s Ministry
of Environment, however, warned
that processing oil shale must be
monitored carefully to avoid serious health risks.
“In general, Jordanian oil shales
are of high quality but we need to
be extra careful and study all factors
in building and utilising the power
plant, and mining the oil shale in
order to keep the project safe,” the
official said.
He insisted on anonymity, saying
he was not allowed to make statements to the media.
The official insisted that experience gained in Estonia suggests that
workers should be monitored for
evidence of pulmonary diseases,
especially since the incidence of
respiratory diseases in other industries, such as phosphate mining,
indicates that shale dust and ash
could be hazardous.
“The plant will produce gaseous, liquid and solid pollutants that
must be disposed of appropriately,”
the environmentalist said. “Pollutants arise when the raw shale is
converted to useful products, byproducts or waste by different processing units.”
Many environmental concerns
exist, from fine dust, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbon and sulphur oxides going into the air during the
production process, he warned.
Therefore, he said, the general
public living near the oil shale processing plant may be affected by serious health risks including respiratory disabilities.
Raied T. Shuqum, based in
Amman, has reported on regional
issues since 1999.

Egypt’s gas find a regional game changer
Walid Khadduri

T

he discovery of natural
gas in the Eastern Mediterranean raised much
interest, not because this
is one of the few areas in
the hydrocarbon-rich Middle East
and North Africa with little, if any,
reserves, but because of the much
needed new wealth for the countries of the region, the chronic political hostilities and armed conflicts
among the neighbouring states and
the proximity of the gas reserves to
European markets.

The Egyptian gas
scene changed
dramatically with
Italy’s Eni statement
Egypt was the first to discover
commercial gas reserves in the
East-Med. The findings were close
to Alexandria and Port Said and the
gas was dedicated to meet rising
domestic energy demand.
The East-Med discoveries added
to the country’s associated gas from
the Gulf of Suez and the associated
and free Western desert gas. Egypt
relies heavily on gas as a major
source of energy for the country.
More than 90% of the country’s
power stations use gas to generate
electricity. Public transportation
uses gas as fuel. Gas is also the main
fuel source for heavy industries,
such as petrochemical, iron, steel
and cement.
Egypt’s energy consumption rose
approximately 5.6% annually from
2000-12. Gas demand increased
during the same period around
8.7% annually. Gas was meeting

more than 50% of Egypt’s energy
consumption in 2012, compared to
35% in 2000. The use of gas also
increased rapidly because of state
subsidies.
With the advent of the 21st century, Egypt launched several gasexport projects, including liquefied
natural gas (LNG) to Europe and
two regional pipeline projects. The
Arab Gas Pipeline supplying Jordan, Syria and Lebanon with plans
to extend to Turkey and Austria and
the pipeline dedicated to the Israeli
market, extending from al-Arish in
the Sinai peninsula to Ashkelon on
the Israeli coast.
Egypt encountered a series of
problems with the export projects
following the overthrow of the
Mubarak regime in 2011. Exports
ceased in early 2015. The pumping
station at al-Arish was sabotaged
repeatedly. Price formulas for gas
sales proved to be uneconomical.
The sales price of about $3 per million British thermal units (mBTU)
was much less than international
gas prices and, more importantly,
less than the cost of production.
The Egyptian parliament and the
media criticised, both during the
Mubarak regime and during the
revolution, corruption and mismanagement.
Egypt’s gas industry experienced
a major setback in 2014-15. In a rare
experience in international gas industry, Egypt encountered a shortfall of supplies. Not only was Cairo
unable to meet the country’s local
demand, it also failed to meet its
obligations to provide gas for the
multi-billion-dollar export projects.
The shortfall of gas supplies led
to repeated domestic power failures
and the legal complaints of international oil companies that invested

Eni onshore plant in Egypt
billions of dollars to build the LNG
facilities and pipelines. Legal cases
were raised, suing Egypt for not
meeting its contractual obligations.
Egypt spent the first half of 2015 negotiating to import gas from Russia,
Algeria, Cyprus and Israel to defray
the shortages and meet domestic
and international obligations.
The Egyptian gas scene changed
dramatically with Italy’s Eni statement of the discovery of the Zohr
Prospect in the Shorouk gas field.
With reserves of about 30 trillion
cubic feet of gas (TCF), it is the largest gas field discovered in the Mediterranean.
Shorouk is projected to help meet
Egypt’s gas demand for several decades, along with the associated gas
from the Gulf of Suez and the Western desert gas.

(Photo credit: ENI)
Eni Chief Executive Officer
Claude Descalzi added a major
geopolitical perspective for the development of Shorouk. He told the
Italian parliament in mid-September that Eni intends to use Egypt
as a hub for East-Med gas exports.

More than 90% of
the country’s power
stations use gas to
generate electricity
Shorouk would be an anchor for
an underwater gas pipeline grid to
Italy for transmission further into
Europe.
The geopolitics of the project will
be enhanced as Eni intends to connect its offshore gas discoveries in
Egypt and Cyprus with the pipeline

grid. Gas will also be added from
two fields already producing offshore Libya.
Eni plans to talk with other international oil companies to supply
gas from their fields, most probably
from small stranded reserves that
are uneconomical for dedicated export projects.
This will involve negotiations
with neighbouring countries and
international oil firms. The pipeline
will lie 4,500-6,000 metres under
sea level. The political, commercial
and technical aspects of the project
will take several years before reaching the export stage. The ambitious
project is envisioned to put Egypt
in the centre of the East-Med gas
industry, once more.
The discovery of Shorouk and the
turning of Egypt into a regional gas
hub should provide the initiative to
Cairo. Israel has been trying to capture this leading role for both security and financial reasons.
Israel focused on security advantages for being the main gas supplier to Arab countries that have
signed peace agreements with Israel, Egypt and Jordan, as well as the
Palestinian Authority to enhance
long-term relations and to make
their industries and power stations
dependent on Israeli gas imports
and prices.
The short-range exports were also
to serve the operating companies in
the Israeli offshore to find the necessary collateral to their loans from
international banks to finance Israel’s Leviathan and Tamar gas fields.
It is estimated that the first-stage
development cost of the Leviathan
alone is more than $6 billion.
Walid Khadduri is an Iraqi writer
on energy affairs.
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Economy
Briefs
World Bank:
Palestinian
economy worsens
The World Bank says the Palestinian economy has worsened for
a third consecutive year. The bank
cited a number of factors, including
reduced donor aid, Israeli restrictions and political instability that
has deterred investors.
It also pointed to the failure of
donors to follow through on contributions to rebuild the war-battered
Gaza Strip and a continued shortage
of construction materials, despite
a new international mechanism to
move goods from Israel.
The report says the economy has
been shrinking on a per capita basis
since 2013. Unemployment remains
high, hitting 60% among Gaza
youths and 25% of Palestinians live
in poverty.
Steen Lau Jorgensen, the World
Bank’s country director, says the
“volatile reality increases anxiety
and uncertainty” about the future.
(The Associated Press)

A general view of Dubai Marina.

Steady growth potential for Dubai real estate

Krishna Kumar

Dubai

D

ubai’s multifaceted real
estate market is expected to experience
significant growth in the
coming years, attracting foreign investments while the
desert city gears up to host World
Expo 2020.
Cityscape Global, the huge real
estate show each September in
Dubai, provided the perfect platform for the emirate’s developers
to showcase their portfolios to international investors.
Hosting 324 international and
regional developers, the Middle
East’s largest and most influential
property investment show largely
focused on completing developments ahead of the World Expo
2020.
“Many of the earlier mega-projects have been right-sized and
matched with current market conditions. There were quite a number
of high-profile projects and the luxury property sector has matured,”
said Faisal Durrani, head of research at Cluttons, a global firm of
chartered surveyors and property
consultants based in London.
Pointing at the volatile global
economy and the impact on Dubai,

Durrani argued that the “Chinese
economy is misfiring, oil prices going south and the EU debt issue any
nearer from getting resolved”.
“With Dubai being well-linked to
the international economy, there
will inevitably be an impact at the
macro level but it will be a lot more
predictable and a lot less volatile
than in the recent past,” he said, in
reference to the real estate market
crash that jolted the desert emirate
a few years ago.

The best part about
investing in Dubai
realty is that they
offer rich dividends
on maturity
Regarding foreign investment in
Dubai real estate, he said almost
one-third of villa developments are
being funded by international investors.
“Now there will be an interest
from Iranian investors,” he said,
“while we will be seeing high net
worth investors from Far East and
from China in the days to come.”
Cluttons’ September report on
UAE property mentions that Dubai
will experience a real estate boost
when Iranian sanctions are lifted.
Iranian nationals accounted for 12%
of Dubai’s real estate transactions
in 2010. By the first quarter of 2015,

the investment was 3%, the report
said, citing Dubai Land Department
data.
Even though weaker oil prices
may stem the pace of governmentbacked projects, the level of job
creation in Dubai’s highly diversified economy is expected to remain
stable, if not strengthen, as the city
gears up for Expo 2020.
“Furthermore,
mega-projects,
such as Meydan One and its recordbreaking 1.2-kilometre ski slope
and 777-metre-high residential
tower, Emaar and Dubai Properties’
plans for the Dubai Lagoon’s site,
the [$31.8 billion] development of
Al Maktoum International Airport,
the [$3.4 billion] expansion of Jebel
Ali Port and the planned Dubai Metro extensions will ensure a steady
stream of new jobs, which will help
to support growth in the real estate
sector,” Durrani said.
Robin Teh, country manager
UAE, for Chestertons, underscored
the big prospects for investors in
Dubai’s real estate sector.
“The UAE is a key investment
destination for overseas investors
due to its safe haven status and its
growth path. The numbers have
been on a steady surge in the last
few years. Investors are looking to
pump in money to the two key investment destinations, primarily
Dubai and Abu Dhabi,” he said.
“The best part about investing in

Dubai realty is that they offer rich
dividends on maturity. Especially, when there is turmoil in other
global financial markets, we are
confident that owing to the social
security and advanced infrastructure, with billions of dollars being
invested in the infrastructure, the
real estate sector is bound to flourish in the long run.”
Teh noted that Dubai’s real estate
sector has evolved significantly
since 2006 and this is reflected in
buyers’ profiles.
“Residential property still remains a preferred investment
choice for overseas investors due to
the high demand,” he said. “However, interest in high-quality office
space and retail space is catching
up. With recent spate of launches
in the residential segment, investors foresee an oversupply scenario
and, therefore, have started considering commercial projects as well.”
He said the scope of current projects in the emirate is vast and has
underlying effects to boost the
emirate’s economy and provide a
high quality of life for residents.
“For real estate investors, the
UAE market is more regulated and
stable with long-term opportunities,” Teh said. “Rental yields in the
market are poised sufficiently higher compared to other developed locations. This proves to be an attractive feature for investors seeking
income-generating assets.
“Overall, we are of the view that
the market provides a good buying
opportunity at current prices in the
secondary market and a significant
potential for capital appreciation in
off-plan projects.”

Analysts expect
Dubai realty to
rebound as it gears
up for Expo 2020
A report by UK consultancy
Savills ranks the UAE just behind
the United States in terms of residential investment potential “as
domestic wealth creation and increasing demographic and regional
demand continue to grow”.
Analysts expect Dubai realty to
rebound as it gears up for Expo
2020 and view the drop in prices
as a healthy and positive market
adjustment after the strong growth
numbers of 2014. They are also of
the view that the industry is entering a more mature phase, eliminating unhealthy speculation after
instituting adequate checks and
balances.

Faisal Durrani, Head of Research, Cluttons.

Robin Teh, Country Manager, Chestertons UAE.

Krishna Kumar is a Dubai-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Syria needs to
import wheat
despite healthy
harvest
Syrian farmers, enduring a fifth
year of civil war, sold less wheat to
the state than in 2014 despite a better harvest and higher offer price,
leaving a large shortfall to be made
up with imports.
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
government has lost control over
many wheat-producing areas since
fighting grew out of pro-democracy
protests. The government had said
it would avoid imports by buying
grain from Syrian farmers across the
country.
With the local procurement season almost over, however, it has
bought 454,744 tonnes of local
wheat, government sources said,
compared with 523,000 tonnes
collected in 2014, double that the
year before and around 2.5 million
tonnes annually before the war.
A price increase to 27 US cents a
kilogram from 20 cents per kilogram
in 2014 appears to have had little impact.
Many farmers either sold their
crop more cheaply to middlemen
who export it to neighbouring Iraq
and Turkey or planted other crops.
(Reuters)

Kuwait says
no plan for oil
summit to boost
prices
The Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) has
no plan to participate in an oil producers’ summit proposed by Venezuela to support prices, Kuwait’s oil
minister said.
The next meeting on OPEC’s calendar is a twice-yearly ministerial
gathering in December, Ali al-Omair
said when asked about the Venezuelan proposal, adding, “There will be
no conferences before December
4th.”
Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro proposed a meeting between
major world oil producers from
OPEC and non-OPEC members to
discuss slashing production to boost
prices that have slumped by more
than half. Omair said that in previous such meetings OPEC was always
asked to make the production cuts
“while others continued to produce,
causing us to lose market share”.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Report: Almost
one-third of
Moroccans
are illiterate
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

A

lmost one-third of the
Moroccan
population
is illiterate, according
to a statement from the
National Agency for the
Fight against Illiteracy (ANLCA) on
the eve of International Literacy
Day.
“We must not forget that 10 million Moroccan men and women are
still suffering from this blight,” said
the statement, which was released
September 7th.
“This alarming figure requires
intensified efforts from Morocco in
order to achieve the goal of eradicating illiteracy in 2024.”
Mounia Benchekroun, a Moroccan consultant in social and educational development, said the figure
is very scary for the country of 33
million.
“The figure of 10 million illiterate
in Morocco should raise a national
awareness that would require a
much stronger national political
engagement in order to fight this
scourge,” she said.

We must not forget
that 10 million
Moroccan men and
women are still
suffering from this
blight
The literacy rate increased significantly between 2004 and 2012,
which earned Morocco the UNESCO Confucius Literacy Prize

honourable mention. But ANLCA
called for additional efforts to eradicate illiteracy by 2024 in the kingdom.
The National Education and
Training Charter (CNEF) was unable to meet its objective of reducing
illiteracy to less than 20% by 2010
and totally eradicating it by 2015
even though the number of beneficiaries of literacy programmes
tripled from 286,000 in 2002-03 to
nearly 763,000 people in 2012-13,
according to CNEF.

The number of
beneficiaries of
literacy programmes
tripled from 286,000
in 2002-03 to nearly
763,000 people in
2012-13
“It will take Morocco at least 15
years to wipe out illiteracy in Morocco if the number of beneficiaries remains the same as in 2012-13
without taking into account potential school [dropouts] who fail
to learn anything and children
excluded from education,” said
Benchekroun.
The government announced in
January 2012 that it would accelerate efforts to fight illiteracy through
targeting 1 million beneficiaries a
year and bring the illiteracy rate to
20% by 2016.
ANLCA called on all national and
international actors to mobilise
their efforts “for a new impetus towards a literate Morocco” through
the optimisation of human and
financial resources, synergy and
perseverance of efforts and the in-

Moroccan women learn how to read, write and calculate during a lesson in the village of Timoulilt, in
Azilal Province of the Tadla-Azilal region of Morocco, on January 27, 2014.
volvement of all parties concerned.
ANLCA noted that the literacy
rate among the Moroccan population aged 10 and over was 72% and
62% of the population aged 15 and
over was said to have sufficient alphabetic skills, according to a 2012
study.
According to a study by the
Higher Planning Commission in
Morocco, more than half of Moroccan women aged 15 and over are illiterate despite programmes implemented in recent years.
Morocco earlier announced a
series of emergency measures to
rebuild the educational sector,

which Education Minister Rachid
Belmokhtar described in December
2014 as “underdeveloped”.
ANLCA set out a partnership
strategy with different bodies, including non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to be as close as
possible to rural and remote areas
where illiteracy is taking its toll.
More than half (52.2%) of literacy
programmes have been provided
by NGOs, highlighting the role of
the civil society in education.
“The volunteering sector is a
very important actor as it has a better operational flexibility than public institutions,” Benchekroun said.

One of the most active NGOs in
Morocco is the Zakoura Foundation, which has among its goals
the education of children. Since its
inception in 1997, Zakoura Foundation has created more than 400
schools in rural areas, helping more
than 130,000 people benefit from
its educational programmes.
Benchekroun said that Zakoura
Foundation “plays a huge role
in teaching people to write and
read”.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues

Jordan’s neglected gypsies
Roufan Nahhas

Amman

N

ot many Jordanians
know much about the
country’s gypsy community of 80,000 people
other than the widely
used derogatory term to describe
them: nawar, Arabic for “tramps”.
Gypsies are seen begging at traffic
lights and street corners in Amman.
Many live in tents, leading a seminomadic life on the edge of neighbourhoods in the Jordanian capital.
Their interaction with the rest of the
society is minimal.
“Gypsies are street beggars who
give Amman a bad image,” merchant
Anas Rabie, 30, said. “We don’t
know much about them because
they keep to themselves.”
There are contradictory reports
on the origins of Jordan’s gypsies.
Some suggest they come from India; others say they were nomadic
Bedouins. They are Sunni Muslims,
who speak Arabic in the Jordanian
dialect and enjoy full citizenship
rights in the kingdom.
Fortune telling and belly dancing
are among renowned skills of gypsy
women, seen with multi-coloured,
long, loose dresses and abundant
silver jewellery.
The men are seen near trash bins
collecting aluminium cans or plastic bottles for recycling to make
money. In the early 1920s, when Jordan’s founder, King Abdullah I, the
great-grandfather of King Abdullah
II, sought to build a state, known

at the time as the Emirate of Transjordan, gypsies were recruited into
the army. Abdullah I treated their
leader, Saeed Basha, as a respected
tribesman.
In literature, gypsies were often
depicted by one of the Arab world’s
greatest poets Mustafa Wahbi al-Tal,
known to the literary world as Arar.
He wrote extensively about the romantic lifestyle of the gypsies.
In the industrial district of Bayader Wadi Seer in Amman’s southwest, Noor, 14, went through a trash
bin as she spoke to The Arab Weekly.
“We are Turkmen, not gypsies,”
she insisted when asked about her
origin.
“We live here in tents and move
around the city but here we find
many things, which people dispose
of, that we sell,” added the girl,
draped in flashy green trousers and
headscarf and covered by a dark
blue robe.
“We’re not different from you but
we keep to ourselves because people
generally treat us badly,” she grumbled. Noor pointed to young Jordanian men harassing her, her sisters
and girlfriends “thinking we’re easy
targets”.
“But we shout at them and, sometimes, we throw things at them,” she
said. Noor’s father is unemployed
but his wife and seven other children work as street beggars.
“This is who we are. We are gypsies. We live alone and die alone. We
cannot say that we’re proud of what
we do but this is our destiny since
the first gypsy was born,” said Abu
Mohammed, 62, as he asked to be
called.

(Photo: Roufan Nahhas)
Noor heading to her tent.
“We have everything here: Mattresses to sleep on, food and water
and my family is here with me. I
don’t need anything else. People

Not many
Jordanians know
much about the
country’s gypsy
community of
80,000 people

don’t mingle with us and so [we
don’t mingle with them],” Abu Mohammed said, recalling times when
the community travelled freely to
neighbouring states as border security was lax.
“I’m the son of the wind and the
sun and I go where they take me.”
He admitted that “things are not

the same for us anymore” since
the community was forced to settle
down, with its children enrolling in
schools and men and women finding jobs in the private and public
sectors.
“I have a cousin who works at a
private company but he’s scared to
say that he’s a gypsy so as not to be
fired,” Abu Mohammed said.
The largest concentration of gypsies has settled in a scruffy slum
called the Gypsy’s Bridge in the
low-income Marka district in eastern Amman. Khaled, 22, who works
for the Greater Amman Municipality, was hesitant to speak about his
origin but he was motivated to do so
when asked about the community’s
rich history.
“It’s a fact that we helped in establishing Jordan,” he said. “We did

our part but people now don’t think
gypsies are good. They even call us
‘nawar’ in a bad context. That’s why
we like to remain as a closed community, where we find respect.”
Of the many obstacles facing gypsies, Khaled said winter was the
worst for his community, especially
for those living in tents. “They sit inside around a bonfire to keep warm,”
he said. Osama Derani, 35, a shop
owner near Bayader Wadi Seer has
compassion for the gypsies.
“Just because their history and
traditions did not allow them to receive good education, it does not
mean they are bad.” Derani said.
Mohammad Tarawneh, chairman
of the College of Archaeology and
Anthropology at the Yarmouk University, said Jordanian gypsies are
known for their nomadic and enigmatic lifestyle.
“The word ghajjar, or ‘gypsies’, or
Dom meaning ’gypsy man’ and the
name given to the Indo-Aryan ethnic group is associated with Jordan’s
gypsies.” Tarawneh said.
He said there were many stories
regarding their origin.
“They travel a lot and they move
from Amman during winter and
go to Jordan valley as it is warmer
there,” Tarawneh said. “They are
not welcomed by most members of
the society and that is why they feel
like outcasts, although some are respected members of the community
with good public sector jobs.”
Roufan Nahhas, based in Jordan,
has been covering cultural issues
for more than two decades.
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Iraq’s Turkmen on their own
Nermeen Mufti

Baghdad

I

raq’s Turkmen are the country’s third largest ethnic group
after Arabs and Kurds but the
community of nearly 3 million
people has endured displacement, isolation, discrimination and
violence throughout its history.
Today, the Turkmen remain underrepresented in Iraqi politics and
their plight is largely ignored.
Regionally, Turkey is close to
Iraq’s Turkmen. They share a dialect spoken in Istanbul and historically they have had close ties.
Recently, however, Iraqi Turkmen
have complained that they were bypassed as Turkey consolidated ties
with Iraq’s Kurds, with whom the
Turkmen share territory in northern Iraq.
Turkmen towns in Iraq were ransacked and seized by Islamic State
(ISIS) militants in attacks that killed
scores of people. Elsewhere in Iraq,
Turkmen are kidnapped by groups
seeking ransom.

Turkmen towns in
Iraq were ransacked
and seized by
Islamic State (ISIS)
militants
Life was little better for the Turkmen under the regime of Saddam
Hussein when thousands of Turkmen in central and southern Iraq
were purged from their native villages, losing their property and possessions during a campaign in the
1980s that imposed Arab culture
and identity on ethnic groups.
Even giving Turkmen names to
newborns was banned with violators jailed or executed.
“The Turkmen were being systematically denied their political

rights and persecuted since the
British colonisation of Iraq in 1918,”
insisted Turhan Ketene, founder
and president of the Iraqi Turkmen
Front (ITF), once an umbrella organisation for Turkmen nationalist
parties.
“The most important reason is
to avoid stirring another problem
in Iraq and also the region by recognising that Turkmen make up a
high 13% of the population,” Ketene
said.
Torhan Mufti, president of the
Turkmen nationalist Hak Party,
said Turkmen were partly to blame
for their failure to gain broader
rights and freedoms, redeem their
confiscated lands and making their
case known to the international
community.
“This is the result of blunders by
Turkmen politicians,” Mufti said,
pointing to a passive political approach that had them tail Turkey
instead of adopting an independent
line to garner international sympathy.
“We should admit that we, as
Turkmen politicians, have failed to
highlight our issue in international
forums because of the regional control of the Turkmen dossier,” he
said.
Turkmen — who have ruled Iraq
six times over the centuries — inhabit various areas across the country but mainly dwell in the north.
There they share territory with the
Kurds, who keep them under check.
Iraq’s Turkmen are part of the
Turkic people found mainly in
Central Asian regions of Iran, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, northern
Pakistan and the North Caucasus.
But Iraqi Turkmen observe certain
cultural traditions evinced by the
larger society.
They are adherents of either the
Sunni or Shia sects of Islam. Many
are professionals but few hold public posts in Iraq. In the 328-seat Iraqi parliament, Turkmen have only

two seats.
Although they were recognised
as a constitutive entity of Iraq in the
constitution of 1925, Iraqi Turkmen
were later stripped of that privilege.
It was not until July 2012 that Iraq’s
legislature recognised the Turkmen
as the country’s third largest ethnic
group.

Today,
Turkmen remain
underrepresented in
Iraqi politics and
their plight is largely
ignored
Lawmakers have since called
their area Turkmeneli — the areas
of the Turkmen — and considered
Kirkuk their capital.
“Turkmeneli, especially Kirkuk,
produces nearly 20% of Iraq’s and
2.2% of the world’s petroleum,”
said Sami Bayatli, a member of the
Kirkuk city council.
“We also have other resources
like natural gas and sulphur and our
soil is the most fertile in Iraq.”
Rashad Mendan Omar, a former
minister of technology and science,
said the Turkmen had been victims
of blackmail by religious and political groups. In 2006, Turkmen paid
$10 million in ransom for the return
of abducted community members,
Omar said.
Former Iraqi Human Rights minister Mohammed Mahdi al-Bayati
said 770 Turkmen were killed by
ISIS in the past year, at least 960
others were wounded and 350, including women and children, are
missing.
At least 590,000 Turkmen have
been displaced in Iraq, Bayati added.
Bayatli, the Kirkuk city council
member, said Turkmen are even
deprived of having a word in the
areas they share with other eth-

Makeshift classroom at a camp that hosts Turkmen displaced
families who fled ISIS violence, last February, in Yeryawah, 25 km
west of Kirkuk.
nic groups, which have drawn city
limits in anticipation of Iraq’s division into three parts — Kurds in
the north, Sunnis in the centre and
Shias in the south.
Dr Elham Abbas, a UK-based gynaecologist and a Turkmen activist, said Turkish influence that obstructed Turkmen unity coupled
with little media publicity undermined efforts to make the group
heard. “We are not united like the
Kurds. We still serve the interests of

others and our victims are literally
ignored in the media,” he said.
Mufti said Turkmen will “work
hard to rescue our heritage, language, land, history and future”.
“But it’s high time that the world
knows that Turkmen are facing a
systematic cultural war and genocide,” he said.
Nermeen Mufti, based in Baghdad,
has been covering Iraqi affairs for
more than three decades.

Celebrating Yom Kippur in Tunisia
Jerry Sorkin

La Goulette, Tunisia

W

hile the pope was
celebrating
interfaith coexistence in
the United States,
the spirit of religious
tolerance was being expressed, albeit with much less publicity, in
Tunisia.
The Jews of Tunisia celebrated
Yom Kippur, the holiest day in the
Jewish religion, on September 23rd,
at the same time Muslims were celebrating Eid al-Adha. The idea that
Jews would be openly celebrating
their religious holidays in an Arab
country may be a surprise but, despite all the West’s fears — justified
and unjustified — fanaticism is not
the new normal in all of North Africa and the Middle East.

Fanaticism is not the
new normal in all of
North Africa and the
Middle East
Tunisia has always been a country known for coexistence between
different ethnic and religious communities. The population of Tunis
was nearly 15% Jewish in the middle
of the 20th century. The cultural imprint of the Jewish community was
considerable, from music and art to
trade and business. Even those who
emigrated remained attached to
their “Tunisian identity”, whether
they resided in Paris, Marseilles or
Tel Aviv.
“I was a teenager when I left for
studies in Rome,” said Max Journo,
whose grandfather Raoul Journo,
was well-known for singing Tunisian traditional music. Raoul Jour-

no’s songs are still the sounds with
which Tunisian Muslims celebrate
their weddings, circumcision ceremonies and other life events.
“I did not know I was leaving Tunisia for good when I left in 1970,”
Max Journo said. “I can very clearly
remember the warmth of Tunisians,
particularly with our Muslim neighbours in Ariana with whom we
would exchange holiday greetings
during our respective holidays.”
Max Journo, who returns to Tunisia frequently, chose to celebrate
Yom Kippur at La Goulette synagogue. He said he still feels that Tunisia is home.
Religious tolerance is particularly anchored in La Goulette. Jews,
Muslims and Italian Catholics have
historically lived together there.
Throughout the year, Sabbath services in the seaside suburb north of
Tunis are regularly performed before a small but dedicated group of
attendees.
Many Jews who live in other parts
of Tunisia and Europe but grew up
in La Goulette fondly recall their
formative years living with Muslim,
Christian and Jewish neighbours
and friends in an atmosphere of
harmony.
“While today there may be less
than 500 Jews in all of Tunis, we
regularly see Tunisian Jews who
live outside of Tunisia return to visit
friends or to do business. Wherever
Tunisian Jews live, they are Tunisians at heart,” said one parishioner.
This year there was a number of
American Jews at the synagogue.
They seemed mostly in Tunis to
study Arabic or to work for some of
the many international non-governmental organisations in the country.
“When I tell my friends and family in the US that here, in this Arab
country, I was able to celebrate the
Jewish holidays in a warm, festive

Parishioners at the La Goulette synagogue.
and safe setting with Tunisian Jews,
no one would believe me,” said Daniel, an American in his 20s who was
attending Yom Kippur services at
the synagogue.

Religious tolerance
is particularly
anchored in La
Goulette
“I could hardly believe the sight
of Tunisian Jews practicing their
faith here but clearly their sense of
identity as both Tunisian and Jewish is one and the same,” he said.
Daniel could not help drawing po-

litical conclusions from this. “I have
no doubt it is this unusual attachment and comfort that Tunisian
Jews feel for their country and their
sense of identity as Tunisians above
all differences that probably has allowed Tunisia to be the one country
among all the so-called ‘Arab spring’
countries to undergo a relatively
peaceful transition to a democracy,”
he said.
Leah, another young American in
attendance concurred. “I wish my
American friends could experience
what I have learned and personally witnessed here in Tunisia, as an
American and as a Jew,” she said. “If
they did, they would stop lumping

Tunisia in with the rest of the region’s problems.”
But for now Tunisia will have to
live with its unfortunate reputation
as an unsafe destination. The recent
terror tragedies at the Bardo National Museum in Tunis and Sousse
beach attacks has dimmed the
deeper and more meaningful legacy
of tolerance and peace.
Jerry Sorkin has been involved
in marketing and business
development in Tunisia as well
as other MENA countries with an
emphasis on cultural tourism. He is
founder and president of TunisUSA
and Iconic Journeys Worldwide.
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Tunisian film director
revisits Romeo and Juliet
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

T

unisian film director
Hinde Boujemaa has garnered critical acclaim for
her short film entitled …
And Romeo Married Juliet
at a number of film festivals.
It was awarded the best short
film prize in the Dubai International Film Festival and best short
film in the International Arab Film
Festival in Oran. Boujemaa’s work
was also awarded the jury prize for
best short film in Alexandria Mediterranean Countries International
Film Festival.
“The idea of …And Romeo Married Juliet started with my desire
to re-examine the classical ideas
of love. We have Romeo and Juliet,
Antara and Abla and many other
couples. Yet, not a single story of
these last. They all die at the end
and their love does end in a way,”
Boujemaa said. The same pattern
continues in the iconic works of literature.
“Through the film, I wanted to
question the durability of love as
a feeling through the lens of society. The movie departs from the
assumption that Romeo and Juliet
got married and remained together
for 60 years.”
She added: “I wanted to explore
the social ramifications of the expectation that love should last. It is
one of the questions that I have always had when looking at our society. I have always wondered about
what keeps a couple together for so
long and why does society expect
and pressure them to do so. The
movie, in a way, takes a satirical

outlook at the traditional example
of lasting marriage.”
Boujemaa is no stranger to
awards as her previous film, the
documentary It was Better Tomorrow, won best documentary in
Dubai film festival in 2012. Her first
film depicted the life of a poor middle-aged woman and her son looking to keep a roof over their heads
during the revolution. Her second
work is a story about love in modern times.

Hinde Boujemaa has
garnered critical
acclaim for her short
film entitled …And
Romeo Married
Juliet at a number of
film festivals
“I wrote the short film before
the documentary. I never thought
of making documentaries honestly. I wanted to work on fiction
features but then the revolution
happened. It was a coincidence.
I was out January 11, 2014, [when
riots broke out] with my camera
like many other people and I met
this woman who changed me and
changed many of my conceptions
of Tunisian society. I followed her
for a year and a half to depict her
story. Her story had to be told,”
Boujemaa said.
Having been critically acknowledged, Boujemaa is concerned
about the Tunisian audience’s
reaction to her films. A movie is
meant to be watched and appreciated by everyday people more than
screened in festivals and awarded
by juries, she said.
“I have never expected awards,

to be honest. Making movies was
meant to be for people, the audience who comes to watch,” Boujemaa said. “For me, my movies
needed to be seen. What kind of
questions can my movie stir in
them? When they leave the movie
theatre, I want them to keep wondering about the subjects of my
films and maybe reconsider certain
convictions they had. Maybe the
film manages to change (their) misconceptions.”
“A full movie theatre is more
important than awards,” she said.
“Awards are given by a committee
that evaluates your work technically and thematically in a professional way. We mostly have the same
set of competences when dealing
with the movie as a work of art.
“Yet, when you enter a movie
theatre to only find four people,
that is sad. A jury gives you credibility as a film director and evaluates your competences. The real
objective of a movie, however,
is the people who watch, not the
awards that the director can win. ”
Boujemaa is well aware of certain
difficulties that female directors
and artists face in their work.
“I am concerned that the issue
has become politicised,” she said.
“A woman is always creative in our
country regardless of her profession, a teacher or a farmer. Whether she works at home or outside,
she is creative in the sense she creates something. They were never in
need of a day to celebrate that fact.
“The problem is that governments always use women to promote a positive image of the country. I think it is overused at this
point. This does not mean we are
not creative but we are independent. Tunisian women are inde-

Photos: Propaganda.tn

pendent in exercising their creativity.”
Boujemaa says women have always held a remarkable presence in
the artistic field and she highlights
the necessity of a fair representation of women artists and artisans
who are equally creative but less
represented.
“I would love, for instance, to
have a yearly festival celebrating
the artwork of women — films,

books, paintings,” she said. “Let’s
have a women’s film festival for
instance. Let’s have TV shows for
Tunisian female intellectuals and
writers who also lack the exposure
in the media. In the field, women
are there and present on a great
level but we rarely hear of them.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor for The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Art events turn Beirut’s centre into open gallery
Samar Kadi

Beirut

A

fter being a hub for violent protests against a
garbage crisis and a dysfunctional government
for several weeks, Beirut’s central district was turned into
an open art space in September, attracting thousands of art lovers.
The annual Beirut Art Week and
Beirut Art Fair provided residents
and visitors of the Lebanese capital
with an “artistic break”, turning the
streets and luxury boutiques of the
city centre into a public museum of
contemporary art, including sculptures, installations and paintings.
While the Art Fair was inside an
exhibition centre, Art Week displays included sculptures in the
streets, alleyways and window
shops.
Entangled Love, a sculpture by
Lebanese artist Nayla Romanos
Iliya, occupied a central spot of Beirut’s renovated old souks. Inspired
by the Phoenician alphabet, the
artwork depicts four letters that are
united in a warm embrace.
“I have used the four letters — L,
O, V, E — which are inspired by symbols of the Phoenician alphabet and
have become universal somehow,”
Romanos explained during an interview with The Arab Weekly.
“The most important aspect of
this piece is the relationship and
interaction between those four letters. It is only together that they
have a meaning; only when they
are combined together that they
try to convey the feeling of love and
the different emotions that love
could trigger, like supporting each
other, holding each other, embracing each other,” she said.
The sculptor used brass with
patina for the letters and mirrored

The annual Beirut Art fair brought together 51 galleries from 19
countries where artists represented all trends of modern and
contemporary art.
stainless steel for the base. “The
mirror stainless steel is part of the
concept because it symbolises
the water element, a reference to
the fact that the Phoenicians had
spread the alphabet through their
maritime journey,” she said. “It reflects shades just like water.”
Romanos’ piece was among 24
works featured as part of the third
installment of Beirut Art Week,
which included an intricate face
sculpture by Korean metal-smith
Seo Young-Deok at well-known
Lebanese fashion designer Elie
Saab’s flagship store and a one-off
Hermès scarf by Argentinian artist
Julio Le Parc at the brand’s boutique in Beirut Souks.
Lebanese artist Nabil Helou’s large
sculpture — a bench made from
fiberglass — greeted visitors at the
entrance of the souks. The piece is
part of a larger project on public art.

“The concept is to make ordinary people who don’t go to galleries or museums interact more
with the public art and sculptures,”
Helou said. “Whatever you put in
public or in the street, even if it
is ugly, people get used to it and
it becomes part of their daily life.
So my idea is that why not have
sculptured benches in public places, which people can sit on and at
the same time their eyes would
become acquainted with art and
beauty.”
“The Arab region these days is
being associated with lots of ugly
images and this is not true. We
have beauty and art as well, which
we should shed light on and expose,” he added.
Beirut Art Week Event Manager
Rania Halawi stressed the importance of educating the public on
art. “By exposing art pieces in pub-

lic spaces, we are aiming at initiating the average person and the
people at large on the love of art,”
she said.
“It is also a way of diverting the
public attention from problems
of politics and violence and have
them look at the beauty of art for
a change.”
In parallel with Beirut Art Week,
the Beirut Art Fair brought together 51 galleries from 19 countries
where artists represented all the
trends of modern and contemporary art and expressed themselves
through painting, drawing, sculpture, video, design or performance.
Mamia Bretesche’s Gallery of
contemporary art in Paris participated for the first time in Beirut Art
Fair, representing painters from
the Maghreb.
“We give these artists, who have
no chance to expose their work
abroad, the opportunity to be
known globally through participating in international fairs in New
York, Singapore, Beirut,” Bretesche
said.
For Beirut Fair, the gallery focused on writing and reading.
“When I was young all my books
and dictionaries carried the sentence, ‘Edited in Beirut or published in Beirut’, so I wanted to pay
tribute to this country which inundated the Arab world with books
and knowledge,” Bretesche said.
Samer Kozah Gallery from Syria
is a veteran of the Beirut Art Fair.
Since the outbreak of the Syrian
conflict, now in its fifth year, the
gallery has opened an outlet in
Beirut where the works of young
Syrian artists who still live in the
war-torn country, are exposed.
“When the war started, I had to
focus my efforts abroad because
the Syrian market has just ceased
to exist,” Kozah said.
“Syrian art, which was spread by
30% outside Syria prior to the war,

has become spread by 99% and
has a growing market. It is now
much more in demand and better
known.”
Although many Syrians artists
have relocated to Lebanon, Kozah’s support goes mainly to those
still inside Syria. “I make sure that
they get the exposure they deserve,” he said.
In Kozah’s stand, oil paintings by
three Syrian artists were displayed,
including the artworks of 22-yearold Mohamad Dabajo, a first-timer
in the fair.
“Within the past five months, Mr
Samer gave me two opportunities
to expose my work. He is an outlet,
a vent for me, because I am staying
in Syria, away from the galleries,”
Dabajo said.

For Beirut Fair, the
gallery focused on
writing and reading
Commenting on the stress of
working under the war situation
in Syria, the young artist said his
art is an escape from violence and
a means “to evacuate all the negative energy one absorbs from the
street”.
“I can take it out on the canvas,”
he said. “It is a good way to release
the stress, a way to breathe.”
Since it was launched in 2010,
the Beirut Art Fair has significantly
boosted art activities in Lebanon.
“Many galleries have since opened
in Beirut and several artists have
relocated in the city,” noted Rania
Tabbara, the fair’s public relations
representative.
“We are happy to say that Beirut
Art Fair has become a landmark in
the international cultural agenda
and is considered as one of the
most prestigious art manifestations in the Middle East,” Tabbara
said.
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Endless Flow: A disabled artist’s journey
Karen Dabrowska

London

S

udan-born textile artist
Omeima
MudawiRowlings stood in utter
fascination at London’s
Arab-British Centre as she
screened her works at the exhibition, Endless Flow, which she described as a landmark in her creative journey.
“It is my journey with art,” she
said. “It is about who I am. It has
been fascinating for me to see all
my work together in one room at
one time.
“When I put up the first works
and the latest ones I could see in
one go how I have developed.”
Mudawi-Rowlings’
creations
include silk screen prints, lamp
shades, cushion covers, scarves,
cards and book marks, all characterised by elegance and dignity
and a tasteful mixture of colours
expertly blended into imaginative
designs fusing Eastern and Western influences into new and unique
forms.

Mudawi-Rowlings’
creations include
silk screen prints,
lamp shades,
cushion covers,
scarves, cards and
book marks

Textile designs

The deaf artist identified four
main stages on her artistic journey,
namely “the symbolic shell, the
love of life, etching and ilham (inspiration)”.
Identity is a central theme that
runs unobtrusively through her
work.
“Being deaf, being a woman, being in Britain and being Arab, all of
these are part of who I am and they
all have an influence,” she said.
“The Arabic influence is strongly
related to the geometry and shapes
I have been using lately. It is the
language I use in my work but
there are overlaps and you will see
a mixture of Eastern and Western
influences. I use sign language, I
use English and I use Arabic every
single day. Like that of most artists
my journey is complicated and influenced by all sorts of things.”
The symbolic shell, MudawiRowlings’ logo, began by exploring
the invisible inner ear, juxtaposed
with the ear’s external visible
shape, which began to take the
form of an intricate shell pattern.
Love the Life are works inspired
by a poem Mudawi-Rowlings
wrote. They are multi-layered
creations that reflect her multiple
identities. The works take the ideas
that are presented with different
coloured foregrounds and backgrounds to create a see-through effect. Sometimes the background is
clear; sometimes it is obscured by
the overlaying design.
In the “etchings” stage, intricate

designs rather than colour come
to the fore. Exploring themes from
the past in new or innovative ways
describes how Mudawi-Rowlings’
work is constantly evolving and
developing, hence the name of the
exhibition, Endless Flow.
She said a residency at the Museum of Islamic Art (MIA) in Doha
earlier in 2015 was a life-changing
experience — the fourth stage on
Mudawi-Rowlings’ journey. For
the first time the MIA was working
with disabled artists. Through the
Ilham initiative the British Council
recommended Mudawi-Rowlings
for the programme.

Everything I make is
influenced by a
fascination with
traditional
handmade printing
techniques
“There are 80,000 objects on display at the MIA and we were asked
to choose three pieces as reference
points in the creation of our new
artworks. I found it really hard to
choose only three but in the end I
incorporated some elements that
touched me emotionally,” she explained.
“The second surge of inspiration
came from the geometric pattern
seen on the doors of the MIA and
throughout Qatar. Through this design I could feel the connection to
ancient history. This gave me the
idea to incorporate devoré printing
into my work — a form of printing
that quickly adds lace-type effects
— to depth and layers.”
She said her initial inspiration
came while overlooking the city
from the fountains at the MIA.
“I felt some words come to me —
‘freedom’ and ‘to be’.
“I signed these words in the form
of short poems to my interpreter,
who translated them into English
and they were then translated into
Arabic. Next, I worked with a professional calligrapher to develop
the concept, before dyeing ten
pieces of fabric — a combination of
silk and velvet — in preparation for
screen printing.”
Mudawi-Rowlings said she found
the residency challenging because
it usually takes her four weeks to
create a work of art from an idea.
At the residency, she only had two
weeks. “It was the best work I ever
produced,” she said. “It was on a
grand scale. I would never have
produced anything of that size.”

Omeima Mudawi-Rowlings with work produced at the MIA.
The programme for disabled artists concluded with an exhibition
of their work. Mudawi-Rowlings
also participated in a conference
Definitely Able, which focused on
provisions for disabled people in
Qatar and helped in the making of a
film Voice, which drew attention to
the needs of disabled people.
In 2013, Mudawi-Rowlings won
a Cockpit Arts bursary award that
enabled her to set up a textile business she called Omeima Arts.
“Everything I make is influenced
by a fascination with traditional
handmade printing techniques,”
she emphasised. Her cushions,
lampshades, cards and scarves are
works of art that have a function.
“I think being a deaf person has

enabled me to be quite visual and
to use my hands in a creative way.
I don’t chat to people in the same
way a hearing person does. I can
express my ideas through art and
that does not need verbal communication.”
Mudawi-Rowlings, who has
lived in the United Kingdom for 35
years, has a bachelor of arts degree
in textile design from the Surrey
Institute of Art & Design. In 2014,
she was shortlisted for the Adam
Reynolds Memorial Bursary award
for disabled artists.
Karen Dabrowska is a
London-based contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of
The Arab Weekly.
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Agenda
Beirut:
Through December 26th
Souk El Tayeb is a weekly market
that hosts more than 60 producers from across Lebanon with
numerous food products as well
as traditional and handmade
crafts. Souk El Tayeb is open
every Saturday from 9am to 2pm
at Beirut Souks in Beirut, facing
the Medgulf building on Trablos
Street.

Washington:
October 1st-4th

Sbeitla site, Kasserine.

Roman-era sites dot Tunisian landscape
Nejib Ben Lazreg

Tangier, Morocco:
October 8th-11th
The third Les Nuits Sonores Festival is a Moroccan cultural event
with a French collaboration that
aims at promoting youth artistic
production and cultural exchange between Moroccan and
European artists. The festival
includes music performances
with artists from different countries, documentaries and movies
screening, youth forum and
other activities

Tunis

T

he Roman Empire made
Tunisia the core province
of its rule in Africa and
created thousands of sites
and monuments — temples, bathhouses, theatres and amphitheatres — that provide interesting studies 2,000 years later.
Tunisia in the 21st century provides excellent study cases for students and lovers of Roman art and
architecture. Carthage, a UN World
Heritage site, is a treasure trove of
sites from various ruling civilisations, beginning with the Phoenicians, who founded the city through
the Roman era to modern times.
There are several examples
of temples in Dougga, Sufetula,
Thuburbo Majus, Uthina and underground houses — a style embraced from Berber troglodytes — of
Bulla Regia. Other Roman-era sites
include the 130-kilometre aqueduct
of Zaghouan and Carthage’s Antonine baths. The ruins are varied and
an important part of study of Roman times.
Roman forces conquered the
area in campaigns 100 years apart
— in 146BC after the destruction
of Carthage, now a suburb of Tunis, and in 46BC after Julius Caesar’s victory over Pompey’s allies
in Thapsus on the central coast of
modern-day Tunisia. The Romans
controlled the area, known as Africa
Province, for about 600 years.
The province, which enveloped
former Carthaginian and Numidian territories, was huge, even by
modern standards. It reached well
into modern Libya to the east and
Algeria to the west. Carthage,
rebuilt by Augustus, was
the provincial capital
and had a population estimated at
300,000.
That
Rome installed
a
proconsul
as
governor
shows the importance the
empire put on
the region.
The Roman
influence led to
urbanisation
of
the region. The new
leaders drew together
various settlements into
what archaeologists estimate
are about 23,000 sites in northern
and central Tunisia. This includes
approximately 200 cities, some of
which are preserved in good condition.
Africa Province was considered

The DC Palestinian Film and
Arts Festival features ten films,
discussions with filmmakers, a
musical programme and a talk
by a photojournalist from Gaza.
A new literature programme,
featuring authors Suad Amiry
and Ibtisam Azem, will introduce Arabic to the festival for
the first time. Among other
firsts, the festival will host Amer
Shomali from the Palestinian
territories and Mauricio Misle
from the Palestinian diaspora of
Chile. The full programme can
be found at www.dcpfaf.org.

Egypt:
October 10th-17th

El Jem amphitheatre
the breadbasket of Rome, using
technology from Punic times to
develop agriculture and seafaring.
The area provided two-thirds of the
wheat imported by Rome and sent
the central empire olive oil, garum,
salted fish and other foodstuffs.
The region also exported purple
dyes, textile and Numidian yellow
marble in demand in Rome.
As much as Rome desired goods
from the Africa Province, residents
of the region wanted to be considered full citizens of the empire. As
such they adopted many Roman
ways, including lifestyles, religion
and culture. There are signs that,
to curry favour, the well-to-do of
Africa Province ordered costly construction programmes to reflect
Roman styles.
Given
that
the
structures
came
relatively late in
the Roman Empire
period,
many Romaninfluenced
technical innovations are
apparent
at
the archaeological
sites.
However,
the
locals
included
some of the region’s
history, binding the
Carthaginian and Roman
cultures into an “Afro-Roman”
civilisation.
One key way Rome extended its
influence was to strongly support
Roman-style construction. The
buildings cemented the population and standardised their way of

life. Amenities of the structures included flowing water, baths, paved
streets and roads and entertainment, niceties meant to keep the
public diverted from politics.

The Antonine
baths in
Carthage rank
third after
Caracalla’s and
Diocletian’s in
Rome
The grid planning was adopted
systematically for new cities such
as Carthage, Uthina and Sufetula,
and partially in the extension of
old ones, including Bulla Regia,
Thuburbo Majus and Mactaris.
Bulla Regia is the only city in the
empire that had underground houses, using an idea from the Berbers
who built below ground to escape
the heat of summer. The Zaghouan
aqueduct was the longest in the Roman Empire and supplied Carthage
with 17 million litres of water a day.
The Antonine baths in Carthage
rank third after Caracalla’s and Diocletian’s in Rome. Its frigidarium
had grey granite monoliths — 17 metres tall imported from Egypt and
crowned with Corinthian capitals
in Peloponnese marble, weighing 4
tons each.
The amphitheatre of El Jem, another World Heritage site, is the
largest Roman monument in North
Africa. Built to accommodate
27,000 spectators, it is one of the
latest big amphitheatres in the em-

pire and the only one known to be
built in ashlar blocks.
One cannot omit the splendid
mosaics conserved in situ and in
museums. Bardo, Sousse and El
Jem museums include examples of
the colourful floors that decorated
houses and public buildings and
show off the daily life, generosity,
superstition, religion and ideology
of the Roman-era inhabitants.
The loss of Roman influence in
the region coincided with the general decline in the Roman Empire.
The rise of Christianity led to the
closure of Roman temples and entertainment buildings and the destruction of many statues. Roman
sites were gradually abandoned and
often used as stone quarries.
Archaeologists in the late 19th
century saw the value of the region
to their field with finds in Carthage
and, even more than 100 years later,
discoveries continue.
In 1999 an extraordinary complex
of Christian catacombs and an underground chapel paved with tomb
mosaics was discovered in Lamta, a
Roman port city on the east coast.
In 2014, a Christian basilica paved
with tomb mosaic was discovered in
the construction of a highway west
of Medjez-El Bab, in northern Tunisia. In 2015, a Roman bathhouse,
kilns and metallurgy works were
discovered at a site on the southern
Tunisian coast, near Zarzis. Such
finds assure the region will provide
new insights into Roman Empire life
and interesting stops for all tourists.
Nejib Ben Lazreg is an archaeologist
and researcher with the National
Heritage Institute in Tunis.

The Sphinx Festival explores and
promotes the cultural arts of
Egypt. It includes music, dance
and poetry performances, traditional ethnic costumes workshops, Egyptian dance classes
and seminars with renowned
artists and researchers about
Sufi and Saidi arts. The festival
takes place in different venues,
such as the ancient Abusir Solar
Temple, Cairo, and the Egyptian
oasis.

Tunis, Tunisia:
November 4th-8th
The fifth Dream City is a multidisciplinary biennial celebration
of contemporary art taking place
in a public space. The event
includes movie projections,
theatre performances, music
concerts, art exhibitions and
more. This edition’s theme is Art
and Social Connection. Artists
from Africa, the Middle East and
Europe will be present.

Tunis, Tunisia:
November 21st-28th
The Carthage Film Festival is
an annual festival created in
1966 to showcase films from
the Maghreb, Africa, and Middle East. In its 26th edition the
festival takes place in Tunis and
other regions of Tunisia. The parallel programme includes world
cinema projections, Argentine
cinema projections, seminars,
debates and meetings. This edition will be a tribute to Manoel
de Oliveira, Nouri Bouzid, Essia
Djabbar and others.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

